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1.1 Introduction

The opening chapter gives an overview of the entire e-Manual. It addresses the reason behind
developing the e-Manual, objectives of the project, target group, gives a summary of the organizations
that make the consortium, the project duration and composition of the manual. We hope that the
manual will be a useful tool for Youth workers that will equip them to play a key role in the prevention
of human trafficking in youths.

This e-Manual is a culmination of research and work carried out among four partners of the project:
CCIF from Malta (lead partner), CESIE from Italy, Open Gate La Strada from North Macedonia and
Reaching Out from Romania. The handbook focuses on equipping youth workers as a way to
empower the youth. Young people especially those with risk factors, are vulnerable to human
trafficking. European Union directives (2011/2014) indicates that an integrated and human - rights
oriented approach is needed to combat this “complex crime”, including the provision of protection and
support for its victims, as well as wider education and awareness raising campaigns. Youth workers
are in a unique position to recognize young people who may be on the path to becoming victimized
and to report suspicions to the appropriate authorities and also raise awareness to the young people
as the saying goes that prevention is better than cure. Resources also need to go towards addressing
the issues that make young people vulnerable to trafficking and exploitation to begin with, such as
lack of employment opportunities, food security, access to education, access to labour rights and
understanding of safe migration. Additional resources should also be put towards training youth
workers in raising awareness and empowering the youth so that they do not find themselves trapped
in the jaws of human trafficking. Youth empowerment will be achieved through up skilling and
obtaining of necessary skills by youth workers which they can use to engage youth and increase their
knowledge and raise awareness of the risk and take corrective measures that will ensure that they are
enlightened to the dangers they face daily.

The aim of the project is to engage and empower the youth workers through the increase of their
knowledge on human trafficking and to avail tools for preventative work as well as to screening and
identifying youth that require help. Youth workers are on the front lines of protecting young people
from sex traffickers because many survivors of sex trafficking are manipulated into sexual slavery as
teenagers – on average, between 12 and 14 years. Adults who work as Youth Workers are called to
raise awareness and inform teens and parents about prevention efforts. They are also responsible for
timely reporting and other appropriate responses to warning signs. This raises the need for the project
to be undertaken.

Objectives of the project:
● Undertaking a 2 prong research on the lifestyles, activities of youth in the partner countries

that makes them vulnerable to human trafficking and how much youths and Youth workers
know on the subject;

● Analyzing the data collected to formulate a report and drafting a guide or procedures for youth
workers to use to address the areas of concern or need;

● Formulating effective and efficient tools to be used by youth workers to increase knowledge
and empower them to adequately work among the youth to prevent exploitation and human
trafficking;

● Training of youth workers to be able to practically use the tools from the project and sharing
best practices among other youth workers coming from some countries that are
non-compliant in tackling issues of human trafficking;

● Implementation and dissemination of project results through live-streamed multiplier events
and sharing best practices.
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Expected results of the project:
● Research Report and training handbook
● E-Learning course – this online resource provides an overview of the issue of modern day

slavery. It is aimed at helping all youth workers to recognize the signs that someone has been
trafficked or can be trafficked or is vulnerable, and to take appropriate action with confidence.

● Mobile App – this is an innovative tool to assist in timely identification, reporting and taking
appropriate responses to warning signs.  The software application will be web based and free.

Target Groups
Our target group for this project is the youth workers. The project is looking at equipping and
empowering youth workers based on the identified needs. It also aims to create tools that youth
organisations can use in their work to empower youths. On a lesser extent, it will be applicable for use
by the public and all stakeholders.

Project duration and Funder
The twenty-four month long project is funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European
Commission through the Maltese National Agency – EUPA.

1.2 Project consortium-partners
Cross Culture International Foundation (Lead Partner) is involved in a number of initiatives and
activities in Malta aimed at making a difference in our local communities. One main initiative we are
heavily involved in is fighting to end human trafficking here in Malta. CCIF is campaigning at a local
and national level to raise awareness on this important issue. We are advocating to ensure the laws
on human trafficking work effectively. Furthermore, we also strive to train or educate people in our
community to help us fight trafficking and we aim to restore victims of human trafficking.

Association for action against trafficking in human beings Open Gate –La Strada Macedonia is
recognized as a relevant civil society actor in Macedonia with extensive knowledge and experience on
the issue of violence and human trafficking. It advocates on the issue at a national, regional and
international level. The organisation directly works with victims, national and international advocacies
and practices policy monitoring whilst also influencing policy changes. Open Gate has been registered
as an independent NGO since September 2000. It promotes human rights and represents the
interests and needs of people who are at risk or have suffered violence and human trafficking at
European level through the membership in La Strada International –European network against
trafficking.

Reaching out Romania’s work is about improving the lives of victims of human trafficking since
1998. Over the years, they have assisted 470 victims, mostly Romanian women and girls who have
been enslaved and abused in many European countries. Next to offering them a home, they also
provide psychological, medical and legal assistance. The organisation focuses mainly on long-term
assistance of victims and helps them to initiate or continue their studies, to seek jobs or do whatever it
takes for them to rebuild their lives. Next to that, they are involved in efforts to change both legislation
and mentalities by creating initiatives to ignite cross border cooperation for fighting trafficking and
trained law enforcement.

CESIE is a European centre of studies and initiatives established in 2001, inspired by the work and
theories of sociologist Danilo Dolci. With a vision of seeing the world as one, its mission is to promote
educational innovation, participation and growth. The logo’s symbol of the world in the shape of a
pomegranate therefore depicts the ‘fruitful’ unity of people under the same peel. The organisation
breaks with an ethnocentric global drive and focuses on individuals and diversity. CESIE benefits from
a broad network of partners in the world and along with other institutions and organisations, it is
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currently implementing over 120 projects in more than 80 countries. The head office is located in
Palermo.

1.3 Composition of the manual
The composition of this e-Manual is made up of topics established during the research phase that
involved Youths and Youth workers. The manual aims to pass out and reinforce knowledge and
understanding and equip workers to play a pivotal role in preventing Human Trafficking in Youths. The
information gathered was also combined with key generic information needed areas on the subject
that was prescribed in the proposal. The composition of the chapters and modules of the e-Manual
were assigned to consortium/partners to write with clear guidance and support from Open Gate La
Strada North Macedonia who are leading the work package and process and have experience.

This manual is broken up into five chapters each dealing with different aspects that will equip both
young people and youth workers in dealing with the issue of human trafficking. Chapter 1 is the
preamble to the whole manual. Chapter 2 offers the global perspective and overview of human
trafficking and what is being done to fight it. Chapter 3 outlines the results from the Research Report
on youth worker victim identification conducted in the 4 partner countries in 2020 (Malta, Italy, North
Macedonia and Romania) as part of Intellectual Output 1 of the project. The research aimed to
provide a first general knowledge about human trafficking, its methods of advancing and exploitation
and the different practices for emergence, identification and support for victims. Data collection was
conducted from April to July 2020 through a mixed methods methodology, which included an initial
Literature Review and a Field Research with 122 young people from local and migrant backgrounds
and 79 youth workers and stakeholder’s experts in the field. Chapter 4 is dedicated toward
strengthening the youth workers with the technical knowledge and skills of training methods and
techniques in order to make them capable to transfer their knowledge and experience to participants.
Chapter 5 offers the actual training modules which are divided into three sections, each section with 4
lesson/workshop plans. Section one deals with the Identification of victims of trafficking in human
beings, section two deals with the protection of victims and their rights and section three deals with
the prevention of human trafficking.
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CHAPTER II Global picture of human
trafficking

“It ought to concern every person, because it is a debasement of our common humanity. It ought to
concern every community, because it tears at our social fabric. It ought to concern every business,
because it distorts markets. It ought to concern every nation, because it endangers public health and
fuels violence and organized crime. I'm talking about the injustice, the outrage, of human trafficking,
which must be called by its true name modern slavery.” — Barack Obama

2.1 Introduction
The following Chapter will introduce a global overview of human trafficking, its definition and

the several forms of exploitations and their consequences. It also presents contextual elements on the
nature and scale of trafficking in human beings (THB); human trafficking in the world and the global
picture. The chapter also delves into types of exploitations, the consequences from trafficking,
identification of victims, and last but not least protection of the victims and their rights.
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2.2 What is human trafficking?
According to UNODC , Human Trafficking is the recruitment, transportation, transfer,1

harboring or receipt of people through force, fraud or deception, with the aim of exploiting them for
profit. Men, women and children of all ages and from all backgrounds can become victims of this
crime, which occurs in every region of the world. The traffickers often use violence or fraudulent
employment agencies and fake promises of education and job opportunities to trick and coerce their
victims.

We must distinguish human trafficking and human smuggling, two different crimes often
confused. While trafficking is exploitation-based with people who have been forced into an activity
against their will, human smuggling involves individuals who voluntarily consent to illegal entry in a
foreign country . Smuggling crosses international borders and constitutes a crime against state, while2

human trafficking is a crime against individuals.
However, in order to respect human rights both issues have to be identified because of the associated
risks. In fact, often human smuggling cases turn into human trafficking. If smuggling should be limited
to one financial transaction in exchange for the transportation of persons across international borders,
some of the smugglers take advantage of vulnerable migrants in their charge at the final destination or
during the journey. Human trafficking is involuntary and victims are exploited, whereas smuggling is
voluntary, yet still bears life-threatening risks. A smuggling case can become human trafficking if the
victims are exploited, for example by being held for ransom, or to pay off a smuggling debt through
forced labour or sex work. Within and across borders in Europe, children are trafficked into a variety of
exploitative situations, violating their human rights and threatening their survival and development.
The trafficking of children and young people into Europe is an increasing phenomenon. It is also the
movement and exploitation of children. They may find themselves forced into prostitution, drug
smuggling, domestic slavery, street begging, exploitative labour or they may be exploited for benefit
fraud or adoption.

The Action-Means-Purpose (AMP) Model

The Action-Means-Purpose (AMP) Model is the easiest way to understand human trafficking.3

Trafficking in persons was re-defined by the international community in 2001 throughout the Palermo
protocol’s . This definition is "the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of4

persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of
deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of
payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the
purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to
slavery, servitude or the removal or organs".
At a minimum, one element from each column of the following scheme n°1 must be present to
establish a potential situation of human trafficking. The means employed indicate that the victim has
not consented of his or her own free will. Child trafficking is defined as the movement of a person into
a situation of exploitative work, which is different from the trafficking in persons’ definition. In fact, the
deception or coercion is unnecessary for victims who are children, due to their vulnerability and the
special rights set out by international conventions for their protection . We must notice that each year,5

millions of children are abducted from their country and sold for forced labour, slavery, trafficking for
early marriage, child soldier, begging, recruitments for cults, or the removal of organs. But, one
particular purpose is specific to child trafficking: Some traffickers organize illicit international adoption,
they seek out the poor and the vulnerable, in order to convince mothers to sell their infants to rich
couples.

Scheme n°1: AMP Modele extracted and translated from
https://www.lacimade.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/La_Cimade_Traite.pdf

5https://www.gaatw.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=454%3Aunderstanding-trafficking&catid=158%3Afaq&I
temid=57

4 https://epjp.wordpress.com/2016/07/07/what-is-human-trafficking-the-palermo-protocol/
3https://polarisproject.org/how-human-trafficking-happens/
2 www.ice.gov
1 https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking/human-trafficking.html
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2.3 Type of exploitations
There is a common misconception that victims are kept in cages and chains, however, so

many forms of exploitation exist. According to Global Report on Trafficking in Persons (2020) the6

most detected form of human trafficking is sex trafficking, and forced labor is the next highest. But
human trafficking is spread widely across the world, and may include pornography, forced child
beggar, child abduction, forced marriage, organ removal, and more. The table n°1 introduce several
forms of human trafficking .7

Victims can be men, women and children often from developing countries who lack money or
opportunities for work and study. They are tricked, forced or coerced into slavery. Most of the time,
victims are trafficked by people they know and trust who prey on those who dream of a better future.
They are often lured away by promises of jobs and a better life with no idea of what awaits them.
Once trapped, some of the victims have their documents taken away from them and are forced to pay
off false debts. Then, they are forced to work long hours and live in inhuman conditions with little or no
pay. Physical violence, emotional abuse, rape, or even death are commonly used against them.

Table n°1: Human trafficking’s forms

Forced child
begging

Forced child begging, one of the most visible forms of human trafficking, completely
violates the basic human rights protection framework of the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child. Moreover, studies have found that handicapped children bring more
money, which leads to forced mutilations and amputations.

Sex trafficking

It is when a person is trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation and may be
controlled by violence threats, substance abuse, and deception or grooming. It’s a form
of slavery and involuntary servitude resulting in grave human rights violations, including
the right to life, security of person and freedom from torture.

Labour
trafficking

Vulnerable people are being forced to perform labour or other services for others
against their will. Forced labour is modern day slavery. Workers are fearful, unable to
escape and trying to simply survive.

Forced
marriage

Forced marriage has been recently considered as human trafficking due to the absence
of autonomy for the victim, the abuse present in many forced marriages and the inability
for many to leave. In 2018, the ILO estimated that 15.4 million people are in situations
of forced marriage, 84 percent of the victims are girls and women.

7 www.new.ccifmt.org
6 https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/tip/2021/GLOTiP_2020_15jan_web.pdf
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Organ
harvesting

Organ harvesting happens when a person is trafficked and specifically chosen for the
harvesting of organs or tissues, such as kidneys, liver etc. without consent, to be sold.

Debt bondage

It’s the pledge of a person’s services as security for the repayment for a debt or other
obligation. Some smugglers abuse the vulnerable people who are looking for a better
life abroad and offer their services against a debt which can be refunded. Debt bondage
can be passed on from generation to generation, depriving entire families of their
freedom.

2.4 Human trafficking in the world (the global
picture)

Human trafficking is a global phenomenon happening right now in every country in the world.
It’s the fastest growing area of crime in the world, a really profitable criminal activity making $10 billion
every year. Criminals can only profit from the sale of drugs and guns once but they can sell a victim’s
service over and over again. Therefore, it’s a serious organized crime generating big business from
the seller's victim's service.

The average number of detected victims per country reported 2020 from UNODC was 49,032,
compare to 25,400 for 2016 . More victims of trafficking in persons are reported every year, because8

more countries are now in a position to report their national data on trafficking. It indicates countries
use more efficient tools and procedures to identify trafficking victims, however this data is lower in
reality.
According to the ILO Global Estimate of Modern Slavery 2017 Report, globally there are an estimated
number of 40.3 million victims of human trafficking, including 15.4 million of forced marriage, and 24.9
million of forced labour. Trafficking for sexual exploitation continues to be the most detected form with
different victim’s profiles, followed by forced labor. In fact, trafficking for the purpose of sexual
exploitation of children exists globally, in undeveloped countries as well as developed. Most of the
children involved in sexual exploitation are girls, despite an increase in the number of young boys in
the trade. In fact, studies show that traffickers are mainly targeting women and girls. Shares of
detected victims of trafficking in persons globally in 2016 show that 49% of the victims are women,
21% men, 23% girls and 7% boys. The victim profiles also change according to the form of trafficking
considered (figure n°1).

Figure n°1 : Shares of forms of exploitation among detected victims of trafficking in persons by age
group and sex (UNODC elaboration of national data, 2020)

8 UNODC elaboration of national data.
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While forms other than sexual exploitation and forced labour are detected at much lower
rates, they still display some geographical specificities. Still regarding the ILO Report, trafficking in
persons can be directly and indirectly related to armed conflict which take place in vast areas of
impunity. Conflicts and weak laws can increase the vulnerability to trafficking more people who are in
desperate situations, lacking access to basic needs. Trafficking for forced marriage, for example, is
more commonly detected in parts of South-East Asia, while trafficking for forced criminality is mainly
reported in Western and Southern Europe. In fact, all these awful activities which deny human rights
don’t happen in a faraway land, there, it’s happening in our communities, even in Europe.

According to the European Commission , for the overall period of 2017-2018, 26 268 victims9

were registered in the EU. Trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation continues to be the most
commonly detected form in Europe. Trafficking for forced labour accounts for less than one third of the
detected victims. While Belgium and the United Kingdom reported having detected more victims of
trafficking for forced labour than for sexual exploitation. Figure n°2 exposes the repartition of victims of
trafficking in Europe by form of exploitation in 2017-2018.

Figure n°2 : Repartition of victims of trafficking in the EU by form of exploitation in 2017-2018 from
data collection on trafficking in human beings in the EU

9 https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/sites/default/files/study_on_data_collection_on_trafficking_in_human_beings_in_the_eu.pdf
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According to UNODC (2018), forty-one per cent (41 %) of registered victims in the EU-28
were EU citizens, and 56 % were non-EU citizens, 27 % were registered in their country of citizenship.
The figure n°3 highlights the main trans-regional flows of human beings trafficking all across the
world.

Figure n°3 : Main detected transregional flows from Global Report trafficking in person (2020)

Nowadays more than ever, we have to highlight this reality which is potentially getting worse.
The growing use of internet and digital technologies has increased the criminals’ ability to recruit and
traffic victims. For instance, there exists apps called 4Sale, really popular in Kuwait, available on the
Apple App Store and Google Play. Among cars, TVs and all kinds of goods, there is a dedicated
section where people can buy domestic workers . The same kind of criminal business has been10

found on Instagram. The « employers » keep hold of their domestic worker’s passport who are not
allowed to have any contact with family or any other person from outside. Moreover in Kuwait, it’s
illegal for a domestic worker to run away from their employer. The COVID crisis’ social-economic
consequences (poverty and unemployment) already make precarious and marginalized people more
vulnerable to trafficking and exploitation .11

11 https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/05/1063342
10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IdII_n28e0
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2.5 Human trafficking in the context of a Global
Pandemic

According to the 2021-trafficking-in-persons-report the COVID-19 pandemic is a health crisis12

with unprecedented repercussions for human rights and economic development globally, including in
human trafficking. COVID-19 generated conditions that increased the number of people who
experienced vulnerabilities to human trafficking and interrupted existing and planned anti-trafficking
interventions. At the same time, human traffickers quickly adapted to capitalize on the vulnerabilities
exposed and exacerbated by the pandemic.

A survey by the Office of Security and Co-operation in Europe’s OSCE Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) and UN Women highlights that almost 70 percent of
trafficking survivors from 35 countries reported that their financial well-being was heavily impacted by
COVID-19, and more than two-thirds attributed a decline in their mental health to
government-imposed lockdowns triggering memories of exploitative situations. Additionally, COVID-19
mitigation efforts, such as stay-at-home orders and travel limitations, increased rates of gender-based
violence and substance abuse, both of which put individuals at a higher risk of human traffickers
exploiting them. During stay-at-home orders, workers who lived at their worksites became particularly
vulnerable to sex trafficking and forced labor while being restricted in their ability to seek assistance or
leave their situation of exploitation. According to UNODC, migrant workers whose plans were
disrupted by COVID-19 travel restrictions, either to travel home or to the workplace, were likely to
have already paid recruitment fees or travel costs, placing them at risk of debt bondage.

Therefore, this actual context facilitate human trafficking, especially online sexual exploitation .13

Indeed, since early 2020 there has been a rapid increase in digitalization of society at all levels.
Pandemic mitigation efforts forced many people to shift online, including human traffickers. While
traffickers used the opportunity of increased numbers of children online to expand their operations, it
should be noted that a portion of the increase resulted from the recirculation of sensationalized
trafficking-related stories and misinformation on social media platforms. With enough time for
traffickers to establish effective methods to recruit and groom their victims and insufficient avenues to
prosecute various forms of online sexual exploitation, the pandemic accelerated and accrued the
challenges to combating online sex trafficking. The International Labour Organization estimates that
about 1 million children are victims of commercial sexual exploitation worldwide. In addition, the
Council of Europe and the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) estimate that,
in Europe and the US, one-fifth of children are subject to some form of violence, including sexual
abuse. Many governments have also shifted their priorities over the last year away from the
already-limited focus on the prevention and detection of CSEC towards pandemic responses, policies
and measures.

2.6 Consequences from human trafficking
Repeated violation of human rights results in many negative health consequences for victims.

First of all, people who are subjected to human trafficking often suffer from a lack of sanitation and
have no access to medical care and are not allowed to make decisions about their own bodies.
Additionally, victims are subjected to abusive (verbal, mental, physical and psychological) treatment
which impacts both mental and physical health.

Regarding physical health consequences, victims are used to experiencing a lot of injuries,
which can lead to death. In fact, trafficked persons are at higher risk for being murdered than the
average population. The health effects are different according to the forms of exploitations (World
Health Organisation). Those who are sexually exploited (mainly women) are subjected to suffer from
unwanted pregnancies. In fact, they are not allowed to use contraception or protection, therefore they

13https://globalinitiative.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Exploited-in-plain-sight-An-assessment-of-commercial-sexual-exploitati
on-of-children-and-child-protection-responses-in-the-Western-Balkans-GITOC.pdf

12 https://www.state.gov/reports/2021-trafficking-in-persons-report/
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can also be infected by sexually-transmitted infections. Labor trafficked victims also experience health
consequences due to their poor nutrition (malnourishment), their living and dangerous workplace
conditions. Moreover, substance abuse is common in human trafficking: as a coping mechanism with
the situation victims have faced or they are forced by the traffickers .14

Victims experience physical injuries but mental health issues are very significant too. First of
all, victims are really isolated, they don’t have any real connections to people, which can have serious
consequences on their mental/emotional state.
Obviously, individuals who are trafficked often suffer several forms of trauma because of the abuses.
Moreover, they have a higher risk of serious disruptions in their personal history lives, due to the fact
that people trafficked are most of the time vulnerable people before trafficking (armed conflict,
migrating, poverty, homeless, family issues, drug or alcohol addictions, etc.). Adding to these both
past and present traumas, a lot of victims may be experiencing threats or coercion against themselves
or their families, which increase the risks of anxiety. And these consequences continue after coming
out of the trafficking situation .15

Once rescued, victims or survivors usually suffer from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. This
disorder brings intrusive thoughts and flashbacks during days and nights through nightmares. The
mental-health outcomes are really common among these victims, as depression and even attempted
suicide. Most of them feel guilty and ashamed of their situation. Trafficking usually involves mental
coercion and humiliation that leads to a low self-esteem for survivors. Moreover, people who have
suffered from exploitation find it difficult to keep healthy and trustful relationships with others. They
also have to face stigmatization by the community, which makes them isolated and excluded in the
society.
In order to avoid all these consequences from human trafficking, everyone should be able to identify
victims. There are many several victim profiles, so it can be difficult to know who may be exploited.
The following part gives some keys for the identification of the victims of human trafficking.

2.7 Identification
Even if the victims identification is difficult, for all the reasons noticed above, some details

could lead to help people who may be exploited, and at the same time denounce human trafficking:

● People with appearance of physical/sexual abuse, visible signs of injuries (burn, lacerations,
bruises or scars), or someone who looks malnourished.

● People who exhibit submissive behaviors, or look anxious, nervous or paranoid.
● People who are not in control of their documents (such as passport, identification card, etc)

and don't manage their own money.
● People who are not paid (or paid very little) for their work.
● People who seem really afraid about law enforcement.
● People who haven’t got a permanent address, or live in unsanitary conditions with several

people.
● People not allowed going into public places alone or speaking for themselves, who appear to

always have an escort with them.
● Keeping secrets (doesn't know where they're staying, or a typical day)
● Stories already established, pre-written, sometimes by the operator, and "chopped" with

periods not mentioned.
● Not informed of their rights, existing institutions and associations.

2.8 Protection of victims and their rights
Following human trafficking definition, it appears as involuntary servitude and results in grave

human rights violations, including the rights to life, security of person and freedom. Governments
violate human rights when they fail to prevent trafficking, prosecute perpetrators or provide trafficked

15 https://www.stopvaw.org/health_consequences_of_trafficking
14 Department of Health and Human Services
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persons with effective remedies for these violations. There is a need to strengthen the powers to
prevent the problem, while improving support for victims of such crimes.
In fact, states have a responsibility under international law to act for the primacy of human rights. The
anti-trafficking measures are carried out throughout: prevention of people, protection and assistance
for the victims and criminalization, punishment and redress of the traffickers.

The Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) 2000 is the first comprehensive federal law to16

address human trafficking. It created gaps in the legal framework by creating new criminal offenses
and establishing victim protections. The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime (2000) also established the « Palermo Protocol » to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in
persons, especially women and children.
Most of the countries in Europe introduced the specific offense of trafficking in persons after the UN
Trafficking in Persons Protocol entered into force in 2003. Then, the Anti-trafficking Directive exposes
requirements for reporting on statistics on trafficking in human beings in 2011. However, for 12 of the
193 United Nations Member States, the status of their trafficking legislation is unknown to UNODC.
Another nine countries have anti-trafficking legislation that only criminalizes some aspects of the
trafficking definition. Then four countries have criminal codes that do not include the offense of
trafficking in persons .17

In the U.S., The Trafficking in Persons Report (TIP) is the Government’s principal diplomatic tool to18

engage in anti-trafficking. In Europe, the Group of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human
Beings (GRETA Reports) is responsible for monitoring the implementation of the Council of Europe19

Convention on Action against Trafficking in Beings by the Parties. This Convention provides a
blueprint for improving anti-trafficking law, policy and practice. It fights against trafficking and contains
binding provisions in the areas of prevention of human trafficking, protection of victims, prosecution of
traffickers, and co-operation with other States and civil society .20

According to the Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human
trafficking , the protection of victims should be ensured by states in different ways. In fact, the21

trafficking cycle cannot be broken without attention to the needs of those who have been trafficked.
First of all, migrants who have been exploited should not be prosecuted for the illegality of their entry
in a country or for their involvement in unlawful activities.
Then, trafficked people should benefit from adequate physical and psychological care. States should
ensure them safe and adequate shelters, legal and other assistance, and protect them from harm,
threats or intimidation by traffickers. Moreover, a safe return should be guaranteed to victims, who
should profit from legal alternatives in cases that the repatriation is a risk to their safety. Finally, in
partnership with non-governmental organizations, ensuring that trafficked persons who do return to
their country of origin are provided with the assistance and support necessary to ensure their
well-being, facilitate their social integration and prevent re-trafficking. Measures should be taken to
ensure the provision of appropriate physical and psychological health care, housing and educational
and employment services for returned trafficking victims.

Adding laws, protection of victims are allowed thanks to many non-governmental
organizations all around the world /22/23/24. These NGOs register victims of trafficking in human22

beings thanks to passionate people who work to stop slavery, develop strong networks to make it
difficult for traffickers to hide human trafficking. They also empower victims and raise awareness in the
local communities and beyond. Nowadays more than ever, they face practical and ethical dilemmas
reconciling pandemic mitigation strategies with the implementation of anti-trafficking activities. In order
to help NGO, citizens can increase resources for more freedom. The money raised is useful for life
changing programs to men, women and children who have been exploited.

22 https://www.salesforce.org/blog/7-nonprofits-leading-fight-human-trafficking/
23 https://www.lastradainternational.org/open-gate/
24 http://new.ccifmt.org

21 https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/traffickingen.pdf
20https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Trafficking/submissions-HRC47/Regional-Orgs-UN-Agencies/GRETA.pdf
19 GRETA - Action against Trafficking in Human Beings
18 Trafficking in Persons Report - United States Department of State
17 http://www.polarisproject.org/resources/state-and-federal-laws
16 https://endslaveryandtrafficking.org/summary-trafficking-victims-protection-act-tvpa-reauthorizations-fy-2017-2/
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Section: Conclusion (Short summary of the chapter, conclusion and recommendation)

This chapter informed us about the concept of human trafficking which constitutes a severe crime
against human rights. The exploitation takes different forms, happens all around the world, and can
affect any individual. This section also enumerate the international laws put in place to combat human
trafficking, hower the actual situation highlights the progress still to be made. Nowadays, more than
ever due to the pandemic situation, everybody must take part in the fight against human trafficking.
Some keys lead to the identification of exploited people, and should be shared with the largest
number of people. Additionally, this fight can be made by involving non-governmental organisations.
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CHAPTER III Research Report
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3.1 Introduction
The following Chapter outline the results from the Research Report on youth worker victim
identification conducted in the 4 partner countries in 2020 (Malta, Italy, North Macedonia and
Romania) as part of Intellectual Output 1 of the project. The research aimed to provide a first general
knowledge about human trafficking, its methods of advancing and exploitation and the different
practices for emergence, identification and support for victims. Data collection was conducted from
April to July 2020 through a mixed methods methodology, which included an initial Literature Review
and a Field Research with 122 young people from local and migrant backgrounds and 79 youth
workers and stakeholder’s expert in the field.

3.2 National Contexts in Brief
Results show that the nation context in the four partner countries is varied, with different mechanisms
set in motion to tackle the phenomenon.

ITALY

Main facts Instruments

● Human trafficking intended for sexual
exploitation constitutes the third source
of income for criminal organizations
which, in turn, is fed by big migratory
flows, from Nigeria in particular. (IOM,
2017).

● 3322 cases of human trafficking were
investigated in Italy between 2014 and
2016 (UNODC 2019).

● Types of abuse include international
adoptions, forced marriages and
domestic servitude and many of them
are transsexual victims (SIRIT 2019).

● Of 74 people registered by the DPO in
2018, at the time of taking in charge 45
were 17 years old (equal to 60.81%),
16 were 16 years old (equal to
21.62%), 9 were 15 years old (equal to
12.16%) and even 4 were aged
between 13 and 14 (equal to 5.4%).
(Save The Children 2019)

● From 2014 to 2016, victims from
non-EU countries were mainly from
Nigeria, Morocco, India and
Bangladesh, while from EU countries
they were from Eastern European ones
like Romania, Bulgaria and Albania.
(GLOTIP 2018)

To support and assist victims:
At National Level:

The Department for Equal
Opportunities (DPO) of the Council
Presidency: activities aimed to monitor,
study, and analyze the phenomenon of
human trafficking.
Government’s projects: housing,
food, health care and legal,
individualized care plans including
residential care, psychological
counseling, legal counseling, linguistic
and cultural mediation, provision of
social and health services, vocational
training or job placement.
Free government’s hotline, the
“Green number” (800-290-290) is in
operation 24/7 and respects anonymity
of caller and is operated by multilingual
staff. Provides detailed information on
legislation and services. Also
addressed to those wishing to report.

At Local Level:
Local associations offer assistance:
food aid, payment of bills avoiding
house evictions.
Anti-trafficking coordination Favor
and Loveth created in 2012, engaged
in the fight against the sexual

21
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exploitation of women victims of human
trafficking and in raising awareness on
the topic at local level. They worked
alongside the Municipality of Palermo to
set up a technical roundtable in 2018
with other local organizations working in
the field. However, very little concrete
progress has been accomplished, as
far as stakeholders work in isolation
and no coordinated mechanism has yet
been successfully set in motion.

Modality in brief:

MALTA

Main facts & Modality Instruments

● Insufficiencies in Malta’s anti-trafficking
action with a decrease in both
investigations and prosecutions,
identified and referred fewer victims,
demonstrated poor interagency
coordination, and failed to adequately
enforce labour recruitment regulations
and control massage parlours where
vulnerability to trafficking remains high.

● As many of victims arrive
undocumented and unskilled, they can
hardly access the labour market and
secure employment unless granted
protection status. Between 2005 and
2015, only 4 percent of asylum

Social work support for human
trafficking victims, lifting of residence
permit and work permit fees for foreign
victims, and more active prosecution of
offenders overall.
Free legal aid was made available for
victims irrespective of their immigration
status or type of exploitation.
Victims have access to free
interpretation services

22
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applicants received refugee status, and
34 per cent were under subsidiary
protection (UNHCR, 2018)

● Many young migrants end up in
informal and often illegal labour.

NORTH MACEDONIA

Main facts & Modality Instruments

● Trafficking in human beings is defined
as a separate criminal offence in the
Criminal Code as of 200223

● Definition: “all means of human
trafficking related crimes in line with
international standards, as well as all
forms of exploitation” .24

● In the period 2015-2019 they collected
a total of 21 cases of victims of human
trafficking having Macedonian
nationality (15 of these are girls) and 3
cases of foreign ones.

● During 2019, the institutions identified 6
victims of human trafficking, of which 4
children/female, 3 nationalities of RNM,
3 are foreign victims, of which two from
Kosovo and 1 from BiH.25

● Citizens of North Macedonia along with
the foreign victims transiting through
North Macedonia are subject to sex
trafficking and forced labour in several
sectors: construction, textile and
agricultural sectors in Southern,
Central, and Western Europe.

● A vulnerable group is children,
especially Roma, are subjected to
forced begging and sex trafficking
through forced marriages; and women.

SOS hotline, which has been managed by
Open Gate since 2002. Since its establishment,
it’s proved to be one of the most effective
methods for the prevention of human trafficking.
Operators provide safety tips for jobs abroad,
crisis intervention, emotional and physiological
help, legal counseling for victims and their
parents, relatives etc. In 2019, 348 calls (207
women, 141 men) were registered on the SOS
hotline.
Since 2005, Open Gate has been running the
first and only shelter for victims of trafficking in
human beings, providing immediate help and
support to victims in overcoming the trauma
inflicted, and in 2019, the shelter extended its
services to victims of sexual violence too. For
the past 8 years, i.e. since 2012, Open Gate
has been implementing the model of
accompanying social work, which offers help,
support and reintegration to potential and
identified victims of trafficking who are not
placed at the shelter.
The program includes besides safe placement
in the Centre for victims of trafficking and sexual
violence (Center), provision of material
assistance (food, clothes, hygienic supplies),
psychosocial counselling, medical support, legal
help, involvement into educational process and
other services needed for successful recovery
of the children victims.
In terms of the institutional set-up, there is a
National Commission for Combating Trafficking
in Human Beings and Illegal Migration which is
uniting and coordinating all relevant actionsors
in the fight against trafficking in human beings.

25 Annual report of the national committee for combating trafficking in human beings and illegal migration 2019

24 Todorovska, M., Varoslija, M., Frishcik, J., Gelevska, M., Mishev, S. (2016). “Monitoring and Evaluation of Anti-Trafficking
Laws and Policies and Their Implementation in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia In 2014 And 2015” Skopje: Open
Gate-La Strada.p.12. Retrieved from the Open Gate website:
http://www.lastrada.org.mk/mainarchive/monitoring%20report%20MAK-ENG.pdf (accessed on 15 April 2020)

23 https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/5aa108434.pdf
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It is coordinated by a National Coordinator and
since 2003 it includes a National Committee
Secretariat - implementing the decisions of the
Committee and a Subgroup for fight against
trafficking in children established in 2003. In
2007, the National Rapporteur on THB and
Illegal Migration was appointed within the
Ministry of Internal Affairs and since 2019 the
Rapporteur acts as an independent body within
the Ombudsman’s Office, with a mandate to
monitor and analyze the current situation on
THB and irregular migration trends and to issue
annual reports. The National Referral
Mechanism (NRM) for trafficked persons is set
up within the Sector for Equal Opportunities of
the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy. The
Office coordinates the referral of identified
victims to assistance, their accommodation,
protection, re-integration and social inclusion.
Moreover, in 2018 the National Unit for
Combating Migrant Smuggling and Human
Trafficking (NUCMSHT) was established
through signing of the Memorandum of
Understanding in the area of suppressing
organized forms of illegal immigration,
concluded between the Ministry of Interior and
the Public Prosecution of Republic of North
Macedonia. The National Unit is led by the
Public prosecutor from the Basic Public
Prosecutor’s office for Prosecuting Organized
Crime and Corruption, which directs the
activities of the NUCMSHT for more efficient
investigations against the perpetrators.

ROMANIA

Main facts & Modality Instruments

● Victims mainly women, children and
young people aged 15-25, with a
concentration in rural areas where it is
a taboo.

● lack of resources, misinformation and
fear of victims when speaking up.

● Everyday occurrence, with authorities in
the know but unreactive.

● Lack of training for the police and
prosecutors regarding victims of
trafficking, sexual abuse, sexual assault
and domestic violence.

● No preparation for the victims for
dealing with the justice system, and no
adequate selection of legal counseling.

● Often the victims are given bad advice
– for instance to call the “lover boy” to
take them out of hospital, so that the
authorities have no further
responsibilities to them.

● Ongoing discussion about the
standards in victim protection with the
Ministry of Labour, ANITP and NGOs
but no progress has been yet made.

24
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● In many local communities the common
reaction is against the victims, who are
labelled as prostitutes and vilified or
incriminated instead of traffickers as
there is a social perception that
trafficking is a way of life

● Criminalization of the victim by the
justice system (court decisions that
refer to the clothes of the victim, her
behavior or previous entanglements)

● Romania is one of the main countries of
origin for victims of trafficking for the
purpose of sexual exploitation.

● Even if there are ongoing discussions
on victim protection, no program is yet
set in place.

● Lack of funds for NGOs that provide
services for victims and lack of
resources for the state funded
programs.

● Lack of detention facilities that has
determined many judges to free sexual
aggressors, rapists, and abusers, some
of them being members of the victims’
families and sent them back home in
the same environment with the victims.

● Main complaint is that the system of
investigating trafficking re-traumatizes
the victims, because the focus is on
identifying the possible suspects, and
less on protecting the victims.

● Project in 2017 co-designed with the
EU on strategies for handling victims
together with youth workers, law
enforcement, authorities and any other
stakeholders involved in victim
protection, however, at national level,
Romanian authorities scaled down on
prevention and victim protection.

● No coherent, long-term vision with clear
planning and measures for tackling
human trafficking

● No efficient cooperation, in
public-private partnerships, with NGOs
who have the know-how in victims’
protection.

3.3 Risk factors of becoming a victim of human
trafficking
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3.4 Levels of awareness of youth and youth workers
in relation to human trafficking
According to the data collected, the level of awareness of youth and youth workers
and stakeholders about human trafficking is very extensively elaborated with variant
perceptions and it shows modest levels of awareness in all the partner countries.



3.5 The role of youth workers in ending human
trafficking



3.6 Strengths and weaknesses of youth workers and
stakeholders in working efficiently against human
trafficking: Prevention, Identification and Support

A part from the EC defining youth workers as multitask and multi-field operators [The EU Strategy

towards the Eradication of Trafficking in Human Beings (2012–2016)], we have encountered a lack of

data regarding this figure and the phenomenon of human trafficking, and this says a lot about the

need to provide valid and tailored tools for them. According to the field research, youth workers have

the following strengths and weakness as far as prevention, identification and support of support of

victims of human trafficking:



3.7 Youth workers & stakeholders’ skills for a
multidisciplinary approach towards potential victims
or ex-victims of human trafficking



3.8 Best practices (x3)

CESIE - Italy

BEST PRACTICE #2
Reference/Citati
on

https://healproject.eu/en/home-english/

Type of practice Project “HEAL” - enHancing rEcovery and integrAtion through networking,
empLoyment training and psychological support for women victims of trafficking
(AMIF - Grant Agreement no. 863631)

Target audience Third country national women victims of human trafficking and stakeholders active in
the field

Context/geograp
hical coverage

Hosting community and human trafficking victims

Objective/s The main objective is to facilitate the integration of third country national women
victims of trafficking brought to European countries for the purpose of sexual
exploitation. The project is ongoing. Next September they will develop a
comprehensive healing process based on competence-building, psychological
support to foster third-country national female victims of trafficking’s employment
related skills and psychological recovery with an ethno-psychology approach,
methodology of art therapies and workshops for the creation of fanzines.
At the same time, the project aims to encourage networking and collaboration
between key actors working with women victims of trafficking and to raise awareness
among third-country national women victims of trafficking about the rights and
services they are entitled to.

Description of
best practice

HEAL implemented three macro-types of activities in each involved country:
1) Activities aimed at gaining better and common understanding of the

perceived needs of the three key groups of women victims of trafficking,
service providers, and potential employers, and the specificities of these in
the different national contexts;

2) Activities aimed at increasing interaction between these groups, both locally
and at the EU level;

3) Activities leading to the design and implementation of the Recovery and
Integration Programme, providing innovative and flexible methods for the
psychological assistance of victims on the one hand, and for the transfer of
employment-related skills through a multi-disciplinary training, transferable to
different contexts.

These activities were based on various methodologies like active, holistic,
intercultural and ethno-psychiatric approach and through visual art, peer to peer and
non-formal learning process.

Impact The project was implemented in Italy, Greece, Spain, and Romania, with the
participation of 5 organisations. All countries partnering for the project have in fact
been at the centre of mass migration flows in recent years, in many cases reporting
high levels of immigration managed by either smugglers, traffickers, or both (IOM,
2017).
Although the countries involved differ in terms of the specific systems of assistance
and protection available locally for women victims of trafficking, the activities
implemented focused on providing victims of trafficking in human beings with better
awareness of and access to the rights they are entitled to across different countries
and systems.
It did so bearing in mind the specific conditions of both victims and services available
for their support in the different partner countries of the project, conscious that the

https://healproject.eu/en/home-english/


methodologies of the action must be tailored locally so as to respond to the individual
needs of the groups involved.

Challenges The implementation phase of the project till now has to face some challenges in two
partner countries regarding the identification of the women coming from third
countries. In fact, in Romania and Greece there are no available valid tools and
programs to do a proper emergence process, and it soon happens that instead of
being protected and integrated they have been
expelled and sent back to their countries of origin.
Because of this lack they had to remodel and include also potential women victims
(even if not from third countries) as targets of the project.
The other aspect that slowed down the various initiatives was the health emergency
due to the COVID 19, the reason why the networking meeting had to be postponed.
The activities with the target are still to be done and are scheduled for next autumn,
and probably there will be problems in putting at ease the women involved, letting
them open up and actively participate in the activities. At the same time the partners,
aware that unpleasant situations could arise, they are predicting how to react in case
of more problematic individual cases.
Furthermore, a challenge is presented by the collaboration in the job matching step
given the weak economic context and also the sensitivity of the target involved.

Sustainability At the end of the project, the job matching database and the toolkit of recovery and
integration program will be transferred to a local service provider of each country.
Before this, each partner will implement a training for trainers in order to give all the
detailed indications for a functional use of these tools.

CCIF, MALTA
BEST PRACTICE # 2

Reference/Citati
on

OSCE (2020). Combating Human Trafficking along Migration Routes. Retrieved May
25, 2020, from https://www.osce.org/projects/cthblivex

Type of practice Simulation-based training 

Target audience Anti-trafficking stakeholders (law enforcement, prosecutors, social-service agencies,
and NGOs)

Context/geograp
hical coverage 

The training is implemented by the Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE). The OSCE region is witnessing a significant movement of people
triggered by on-going conflicts, general instability, and a lack of economic
opportunities in the neighboring areas and some OSCE regions. This movement
comprises refugees, migrants, unaccompanied children, and stateless persons,
among others, who are highly vulnerable to trafficking. Against this backdrop, since
2017, the OSCE has been conducting specialised training for anti-trafficking
stakeholders. Its methodology is grounded in experiential learning through realistic
simulations of labour and sexual exploitation of refugees and migrants, including
children. The simulation exercise is hosted in the Center of Excellence of Police Units
(CoESPU) in Vicenza, Italy.

Objective/s The simulation training aims to enhance the capacity of anti-trafficking stakeholders,
in particular from the Mediterranean area and concerned African countries. The
participants learn to effectively investigate and prosecute human trafficking, and
promptly identify and address the needs of trafficked persons along migration and
displacement routes, thus improving synergy among key national stakeholders. Each
simulation scenario strives to emphasize the constitutive elements of trafficking (the
act, the means, and the purpose).

Description of
best practice

Over the course of a week, participants enter a hypothetical country/region, and
where, based on the tools and legal framework provided, they simulate a
counter-trafficking response. A feedback cycle is built into the simulation itself to



ensure that participants learn/correct their mistakes and engage in exchanges among
themselves and with trainers during the week. The participants receive scenarios
(inspired by real cases) in which migrants fell victim to transnational organized crime
syndicates. Fictional profiles of traffickers and victims, including fictional ID cards,
credit cards, money transfer forms, police records and residence permits were
created for the simulation. During the exercise, played out in real-time, participants
must coordinate their work to provide help to victims coerced into working in
agricultural fields or a sewing factory or forced into prostitution. For the sake of
realism, fictitious brothels and apartments of the traffickers and scenes of labour
exploitation are set, and students and social workers act as traffickers and victims.
Besides, IT specialists, technicians, drivers, and logisticians are mobilized to ensure
the functioning of the simulation.

Impact Displaced people continue to face grave risks of human trafficking. The simulation
training allows the practitioners to confront the realities of migration and
anti-trafficking work. The exercise emphasizes the importance of a human
rights-based and multi-agency approach in helping victims of human trafficking,
where stakeholders from law enforcement, prosecution, labour inspectorates, social
services, and civil society can work and collaborate. During the project, nearly 300
practitioners in total participated in four international simulation-based exercises held
in English. In January 2018, the first national training exclusively for Italian
practitioners was conducted for 55 trainees; and live international training in Russian
was conducted in September 2018 in Astana, Kazakhstan, for 57 participants.

Challenges Participants had to work and collaborate with colleagues from other countries and
from various fields of expertise to solve trafficking cases. As in real life, such
multi-agency cooperation can be at times challenging. Sometimes for this reason
participants may depart from the script during the exercise. In this case, trainers must
intervene and help to refocus the attention of the trainees when they seriously
deviate from what is expected. Yet, developing the knowledge and skills of the
trainees is the priority and trainers must be able to favour the learning process over
the script at the same time. Crucial parts of the exercises are the debriefings at the
end of each day, during which the actions taken by the teams are analysed and
improvements discussed.

Sustainability Owing to the partnership of the OSCE with Italy’s Carabinieri and the CoESPU, as
well as with a significant number of partners and donors (UNODC, UNHCR and the
Office of the UN Special Representative on Sexual Violence in Conflict, Guardia di
Finanza, Italian State Police, University of Padova, Municipalities of Venice and
Vicenza, and independent experts) this complex exercise is now widely recognized
as a model for the next generation of anti-trafficking practitioners around the globe. 

Conclusion /
Lessons learnt

This project builds expertise among anti-trafficking practitioners, develops powerful
and practical networks across borders and disciplines, and stands as an enduring
example of international cooperation, which is vital in combating human trafficking.

Open Gate La Strada, North Macedonia

BEST PRACTICE #1
Reference/Citati
on

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R47SPyzWKjI
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ip64iEuG9Vw
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXBEeERYAH4
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_QcD058kgU
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tVERjsBE14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R47SPyzWKjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ip64iEuG9Vw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXBEeERYAH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_QcD058kgU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tVERjsBE14


● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwJxoi8BDNI
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZsiJ95AWLE

Type of practice Creation of a youth-based group aimed at peer to peer education and awareness
raising on the topic of human trafficking

Target audience Youth ranging from 14 to 30 and general public

Context/geograp
hical coverage

The practice was situated on the territory of Macedonia, mostly in the capital city of
Skopje but also in the central, western and eastern parts of the country in bigger
cities and even smaller communities. Cities included were: Prilep, Bitola, Kocani,
Kumanovo, Stip, Veles, etc.

Objective/s The main objective for the creating of this youth-group was to educate, engage and
motivate young people on the whole territory of the Republic of North Macedonia on
the topic of human trafficking, equip them with the skills and background to
implement their own creative ideas and spread them amongst their peers and
communities.

Description of
best practice

Open Gate sees youth and youth activism as one of the key factors in building up
strong communities of the future. This is the reason why we decided to support 11
local youth initiatives aimed at raising the awareness about human trafficking as a
reality in their own communities. All initiatives were led by teams, with the support of
their local youth promoter, who made their creativity and ideas a reality and managed
to cover more than 500.000 beneficiaries on the territory of whole N. Macedonia.
Youth are recognized as a major-risk group for human trafficking, which is precisely
why this project is especially designed for increasing youth’s knowledge on the topic
and actively involving them in the fight against human trafficking. Open Gate, by
using the method of “learning by doing”, will mobilize the youth for the development
of the best preventive youth campaigns and products. This action will increase the
youth’s involvement in civic activities with considerable influence over the peer’s
perception of human trafficking as well as bringing public attention and innovative
approaches of addressing the risks of human trafficking.

Impact Through the first part of this project Open Gate managed to intensively educate 45
youth on the topic of human trafficking and violence in depth, its forms, means of
recruitment, definitions and etc all with a specific goal to help guide them thru their
future projects and develop their ideas in a right path.
What is special for this project is that we did not have one single impact, but 12
different outcomes which impacted 12 different communities through 12 different
tools and events. Amongst the more effective and creative campaigns were:

● A fully produced short 20 minute movie based on a true story –The movie
followed a story of one of the previous victims that Open Gate sheltered, the
story was modified in order for it not to give off the true identity of the real
girl. It had one official premiere, in the museum of contemporary art in
Skopje, which gathered more than 100 people and 4 side showings which
were organized in a high school and in a local bar.

● Original interactive theatre play – based on 3 real life stories making the
visitor feel as a part of the play and the story. The play was shown 6 times in
3 different cities, each play gathering around 50 viewers. For the needs of
the theatre play an original soundtrack was distributed and an original script.

● One designer fashion line/clothing brand was produced as a way of
promoting workers’ rights as an essential part of human rights with a special
emphasis on labour exploitation in the garment industry. The label produced
30 pieces of clothing all with a symbolic meaning and embroidery and in 3
colours – white, red and black. The final event was organized as a runway
show with and interactive room showing videos of public opinion regarding
human trafficking and 3 sculptures with strong messages from victims.

Challenges When it comes to challenges the part that proved to be the most difficult was the
beginning of the planning of the campaigns. The young people tend to be more
interested in directly implementing the campaign and not in the first plenary part, so

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwJxoi8BDNI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZsiJ95AWLE


at first it seemed like they were not sure about how they will organise themselves but
at the end they proved to be quite efficient and active in the direct implementation
and promotion of their activities.
The mentors were divided into 2 groups – one being the ones who were responsible
for equipping the youngsters with the knowledge in creating a successful social
media campaign, along with creating of promotional materials, hashtags, slogans,
targeted dissemination and promotion and the second group oriented towards the
assistance in the direct project activity implementation process.

Sustainability When it comes to sustainability, even in the beginning of this project we decided that
we would break the stigma of young people easily losing interest – that is why we
decided that with this group we would use social media as the main tool of our
communication with the youth group. We created a Facebook group and regularly
give information on our ongoing activities, opportunities and projects targeting young
people.
This group is more than just a platform for connection, it’s a virtual support group
which manages to keep even the intimate connections between the youngsters
strong and active, gives them a platform to express what they believe in and find
allies in their future activities.

Conclusion /
Lessons learnt

Youth, given the opportunity to work alongside adults who are willing to make a civic
change and spread their experiences, can be active leaders of activist communities
and organizations, to not give the youth the chance to speak what they believe in is a
crime. They deserve to be listened to, to be seen as collaborators and treated as
equals.

3.9 Conclusion
This section has briefly outlined the national context in Italy, Malta, North Macedonia and Romania to
highlight the strengths and challenges that young people and youth workers/stakeholders face in the
prevention, identification and support of victims of human trafficking.

No equal instruments are set in place in all partner countries but, even if they all share human
trafficking as a worrying phenomenon in their territories which targets mostly women and children,
uneven mechanisms are set in place to prevent it and/or support the victims. If anything, there is a
lack of coordinated and multi-disciplinary action, which characterizes the national strategies against
human trafficking.

In terms of levels of awareness, the part technology plays in luring victims seems to be a matter of
high awareness. However, the nature of the phenomenon still seems unknown to many young people
and youth workers, which poses a great risk factor, together with a myriad of environmental and
personal factors, which this research has proven, need to be equally addressed.

Considering the need for a coordinated and multi-disciplinary action, youth workers play a key role in
the matter as a target group in contact with victims and potential victims; hence the need to work on
the enhancement of youth workers skills in terms of prevention, identification and proper support of
victims from a holistic approach. Here, the role of education, the need for coordinated action between
state and non-state actors and better preparation in institutional and non-institutional mechanisms has
proven central.

Overall, it can be said that prioritizing all three phases as interrelated and from a multi-disciplinary
approach is key to allow youth workers to better intervene against human trafficking among youth. We
this aim in mind, this report presents three best practices of instruments already in place in Italy, Malta
and North Macedonia which have proven to be impactful, sustainable and adaptable to different
contexts



CHAPTER IV Introduction for the youth
workers training programmes



4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to serve as a tool to support the educational and teaching activities on
the issue of human trafficking. The tools are designed to be used by youth workers and any others
who are willing to contribute and actively engaged in the fight against human trafficking.

Chapter IV is dedicated toward strengthening the youth workers with the technical knowledge and
skills of training methods and techniques in order to make them capable of transferring their
knowledge and experience to participants.

The content within the Chapter IV covers several important segments for successful implementation
of training. It consists of a training planning section, useful tips for successful training, useful tips and
recommendations for a successful trainer etc.

4.2 Training methodology
The training methodology deals with the methods aimed to design and implement training. It must
be separated from the “method” because it can be defined as a body of practices, procedures and
rules used by those who work following a “discipline”. The method can be defined as a means or a
way of proceeding, regularly and systematically to achieve something; “Feeling the road traced”.26

The chapter IV tends to focus on the key features of the methodology tools used to develop
interactive training approaches. The partners of this project, on a daily basis, face the bitter reality of
victims of trafficking with human beings, which is an inspiration for the development and application of
realistic strategies, as well as effective and efficient training programs. The operational methodologies
of educational approaches are distinguished by the focus they place on inclusion and active
participation of children, boys and girls, through the work on in-group and interactive animation
techniques. Such methodologies aim at promoting active civic behaviors and attitudes and at creating
awareness and suggesting new behaviors. They do so by engaging learners on specific topics and
through self-analysis and problem solving activities. Those who take over the role of the teacher
should leave aside the idea of conveying limited and outdated knowledge on information and
concepts, in order to provide the youth with an opportunity to enter directly in relation with the
difficulties of the surrounding reality, starting with the questioning of their knowledge and managing to
guide their awareness towards the exploration for new meanings.

4.2.1 Training planning

“Training Planning” is to identify training needs,
recommend objectives and outcomes, and
suggest how they can be reached, based on
Training Needs Assessment (TNA) results. The
plan states the causes of deficiency, what
performance standards are not being met, and
who the target population is. The plan also
recommends a means to evaluate suggested

strategies, how to work with the management, and when interventions are to be scheduled.

26 https://serintel.org/training-methodology/



A training plan, the key to effective training, determines the what, who, when, where, how and why of
the training courses. Effective training requires a clear picture of how the participants will apply the
skills, techniques, and knowledge that they have acquired from the training.

Each training/workshop/lecture consists of several steps which are cyclically connected to each other
and it is important that before providing the activity to have in mind the whole process and to envisage
suitable activities and measures.

Understanding the professional experience of the participants and the level of their knowledge, skills
and attitudes in different areas will help you prepare a workshop that is aimed at the right level useful
for the participants. For example, you will not have time to cover all aspects of the guidelines, and
some you may want to cover in more detail. This way, you can select the parts that are most relevant
based on the needs and experiences of the participants.

It is ideal if the group is not composed of more than 16 participants to ensure active participation
to the fullest extent of each of the participants during the workshop. It can be useful in some of the
workshops if you have participants with different experiences and professions. Conducting joint
training for professionals from various areas can also help break down barriers and encourage
cooperation in daily work. However, additional training skills are required to ensure that their different
experiences are used in a constructive way. Getting feedback or feedback from your participants is
an important way to monitor the progress of the workshop and adjust the methods or tools which
they feel do not work to make their learning experiences more efficient. Feedback questionnaires can
be distributed at the end of each day to the participants so that you can find out their views, or it can
also be covered through a brief discussion.

The final evaluation of the training workshop should also be used to receive feedback on the entire
course and how valuable the training was for the participants. This is necessary in order to get
information that will help in improving the content and implementation of the workshop, as well as
some logistical and practical work for future training.

Finally, all participants should be awarded a certificate of successful completion (for example:
Youthpass).

4.2.2 Training Need Assessment
Definition- „Training Needs
Assessment” (TNA) is the method
of determining if a training need
exists and, if it does, what training
is required to fill the gap.
TNA seeks to accurately identify
the levels of the present situation in
the target surveys, interview,
observation, secondary data and/or
workshop. The gap between the
present status and desired status
may indicate problems that in turn
can be translated into a training
need“. 27

27 https://www.jica.go.jp/project/cambodia/0601331/pdf/english/3_TNA_01.pdf



The data on the present status is vital to the evaluation or impact survey in the latter part of the
training cycle. These shall serve as the baseline data. The TNA process helps the trainer and the
person requesting training to specify the training need or performance deficiency. Assessments can
be formal (using survey and interview techniques) or informal (asking some questions of those
involved).

The purpose of TNA is to answer some familiar questions: why, who, how, what, and when. The
following question can support your process of training need assessment.

Why Conduct the training

Who Is involved in the training

How Can the performance deficiency be fixed

What Is the best way to perform

When Will training take place

4.2.3 Training programme

The training programme consists of several components, each of them with specific structure and
function. In the table below you can find detail elaboration of each of the components:

Training programme

TOPIC: The topic should be concise and descriptive of the nature of the training
program. It is important for the participants to know which topic will be covered

TARGET
GROUP:

Target group represents for whom the training is intended.

The target group is the most important element in the training process. The
content of the program, the training methods and the necessary resources are
determined based on the characteristics of the target group.

TRAINING
GOALS

Training goals are meant to address an existing problem.

✔ To make sure your goals are clear and reachable, each one should be
SMART:

● Specific (simple, sensible, significant).

● Measurable (meaningful, motivating).

● Achievable (agreed, attainable).

● Relevant (reasonable, realistic and resourced, results-based).

● Time bound (time-based, time limited, time/cost limited, timely,
time-sensitive).

✔ The basic question when defining the goals is "What should the
participants know to do after the training?”. The purpose of learning is a
statement of what the training participant should expect to do after
completing the training. So it describes the condition, behaviour (action)
and standard of performance of a particular task. The goal is often tied
to performance or behaviour. For example, knowledge is a state of mind



that cannot be measured directly. An indirect evaluation method that
monitors behaviour or performance is required.

Time- Set a time for the
scheduled session.
Practice the planned
activity and determine
how much time you will
need for that session.
Always leave 5 minutes
longer than expected.

Training
component-Determi
ne which activity and
topic you will carry
out, in each of the
training sessions.

Training
elaboration-Traini
ng elaboration
section should
contain a detail
elaboration of the
exercises and
methods used in
each of the
session.

Training
materials/resources-Lis
t all of materials and
recourse, which are
necessary to be provided
to implementation of
sessions such as flip
chart, printed materials,
pieces of papers, marker
pens etc.

INTRODUCTION SECTION

A planned introduction is a helpful tool in setting the workshop environment.

Introductions should both include practical information and start building relationships.

✔ Set positive first impressions

✔ Introduce yourself effectively (and have other workshop leaders do the same)

✔ Clarify learning objectives and expectations

✔ Help learners learn about each other

✔ Set the tone for the workshop

✔ Collect baseline data on learners’ knowledge and motivation

✔ Explain workshop content

✔ Inform Learners of Logistics

You can implement the introduction interactively by including Icebreakers exercises as in the
examples below in the section Chapter V. Icebreakers raise the energy levels and get learners
comfortable so that they will be ready to work in groups or dialogue with each other.

CONTENT SECTION - This is the most important part of the training where the planned goal is
thematically processed. The topic can be presented in several sessions depending on what you
want to achieve and what activities you will carry out. In this session, the lecturer/trainer introduces
the participants to the topic and presents the problem with methods and techniques that you will
choose in advance, such as discussion, mental exercise, presentation of a multimedia product, etc.

CONCLUSION/EVALUATION SECTION - It's a good idea to end up with a summary or discussion
of the content learned, by allowing participants to reflect on what they have learned. The method of
the conducted evaluation is chosen by you, it can be evolution sheets, oral evaluation, etc. You
can see more about evaluation in the evaluation section.

4.2.4 Evaluation

The main purpose of evaluating a training program is to gain knowledge about whether it has
achieved or failed its objectives. Analyzing the training event by using appropriate evaluation tools can
improve the outcome of future training to a considerable extent.



The key questions are:

● Was the training successful?
● Was it valuable?
● Do the results justify the investment?

It is desirable to conduct the evaluation at the beginning and at the end of the training. It can be oral,
written or a combination of both.

There are many different tools you can use to help apply the model and ask these questions, but it’s
important to collect your feedback data in a way that will inform your training decisions.

Example: Training Evaluation Form for participants in Training

● Date:
● Title and location of training:
● Trainer:
● Instructions: Please indicate your level of agreement with the statements listed below in #1-11.
●

1.The objectives of the
training were clearly
defined.

Strongly
Agree
○

Agree
○

Neutral
○

Disagree
○

Strongly
Disagree

○

2.Participation and
interaction were
encouraged.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

3.The topics covered were
relevant to me.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

4.The content was
organized and easy to
follow.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

5.The materials distributed
were helpful.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

6.This training experience
will be useful in my work.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

7.The trainer was
knowledgeable about the
training topics.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

8.The trainer was well
prepared.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○



9.The training objectives
were met.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

10.The time allotted for the
training was  sufficient.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

11.The meeting room and
facilities were adequate and
comfortable.

12.What did you like most about this training?
13.What aspects of the training could be improved?
14.How do you hope to change your practice as a result of this training?
15.What additional adult ESL trainings would you like to have in the future
16.Please share other comments or expand on previous responses here:

Thank you for your feedback!

4.2.4.1 Feedback

When considering training evaluation we must first understand the role of feedback. It is a process of
providing information to participants that will help them learn more about themselves, the topic and
the impact of their behavior on other participants.

Constructive feedback helps participants progress in learning the objectives. It can be positive or
negative, and if given correctly and accurately it can be very useful.

Positive feedback helps participants reorganize the task. Negative feedback, on the other hand, is
given to highlight a behavior that requires action.

Instructions for giving constructive feedback:

● Make sure the feedback is clear and focuses on the behavior, and not the participant's
personality;

● Do not give too much information and messages so as not to confuse the participants;
● Make sure you provide enough space for feedback and evaluation during the training;
● Do not be too negative;
● Start and end with giving positive feedback (room for improvement)

4.3 Methods

Not all training methods are applicable to all training courses. The usages of different methods
increases the participation and interest and reduces the monotony of the activities.

Explanation of several different types of that can be used in the training:

Brainstorming
Тhis method is generally a first step to generating initial interest and essential involvement of
participants in the training activities. For this, the trainer facilitates the sharing of ideas and asks the



participants to think of them without evaluation or judgments. The quantity, not the quality, is what
matters. Ideas can be discussed later for practical consideration. Sometimes ‘unwanted’ or seemingly
ridiculous ideas lead to more practical outcomes, which would otherwise not have been considered.

Interactive Talks
Encouraging participants to be active and analytical in their learning approach marks
this lecture method. Participants are motivated to be inquisitive and anxious to know new
things by asking questions and exploring alternatives.

Illustrative Talks
This is a method supplemented by proper illustration using training materials, including audio-visual
aids. Presentation of success stories and case studies is also one of this method’s essential
elements.

Group Discussions
The trainer takes on the role of a group promoter. This method is also an effective instrument of
participatory learning, whereby the trainer acts as a group adviser, a group facilitator and a group
mentor.

Panel Discussions
The use of this method is marked by greater involvement of future trainers in promoting participatory
learning. In this situation, the role of the trainer is limited to that of coordinating and moderating the
discussion, while the future trainers are the panelists and act as catalyst agents of the learning
process.

Role Play Exercise
This is one of the most effective training methods of participatory learning where participants put into
action the skills learned throughout the training. For this, a fictional scenario is created, whereby every
individual participant is assigned a role, which he/she enacts to demonstrate the skills learnt through
the process of training. In a training, these assigned roles may be the trainer, the trainee, the operator
of audio-visual equipment, and others. While using this training method, the role of the facilitator of
training is that of a ‘guide’ or ‘director’ of the enacted play.
Participants play imaginary roles while applying realistic behavior in imaginary situations. The effects
are greater if the participants create a script and scenography from the possible available means and
objects.

Workshop Method
This training method is used not only to promote participatory learning, but also to make the best use
of the mix of talent and skill of the individual participants. In the workshop method, the participants are
arranged into several groups, taking into account their interests and areas of learning. Identified
through the leadership qualities demonstrated by participants during interactions, each group gets a
spokesperson to coordinate the discussions and present the decisions arrived at during the exercise.
Each group is assigned a theme of discussion relating to the topic being covered during the training
session. This method is used at advanced stages of training course activities.

Classroom Practical
Generally used to reinforce the learning experience through classroom practice, this method may be
used to supplement the knowledge input given to the future trainers through the lecture method and
covered in a topic during the training session. Examples include developing a tool of a training needs
assessment or designing a plan of action for a training programme.



Field Practical
This method provides future trainers an opportunity to use their skills in on-the-job situations. The only
place to provide such facilities is the working area, where such conditions of practice can be made
available in terms of on-the-job training.

Mapping Exercise
The mapping exercise should help participants visualize the compilation of thematic findings (e.g. key
words) to facilitate a mutual understanding of common approaches. A successful ‘map’ should
indicate good practices based on lessons learned and other areas of interest and/or concern. To this
end, the mapping process uses patterns of findings that are visually represented.

4.4 Visualization
Visual aids can increase the effectiveness of participants. They are used to:

● Illustrate new concepts and ideas;
● Underline, i.e emphasize key points;
● Encourage the group;
● Give instructions for certain exercises;
● Increase the retention of what the participants learned;

You can reflect on the following criteria in order to decide which visuals aid to choose:

● Is the visual aid clear enough with only a brief explanation or interpretation?
● Is the visual aid simple and can it include only the necessary information?
● Is the key point of the message conveyed effectively through the visual medium?
● Does the visual aid fit the target group?

4.4.1 Types of visual aids

4.4.1.1 Flip chart

The flip chart is used to note the key points or to note the ideas and suggestions of the participants. It
frees participants from constant observation and encourages them to express their ideas. Also with
the help of the flip-chart the discussion is focused and provides a visual presentation of what is being
discussed and said.

Tips for use:

● Write in visible and clean letters so that all participants in the room can read no matter where they
sit.

● Write the titles in all capital letters.
● Use keywords, not whole sentences. You can use more shortcuts, if you ensure that everyone

understands them.
● Write numbers, percentage symbols, etc., not the same words.
● When you notice an idea or remark made by a participant, use his words, not yours.
● Add your ideas at the end, if necessary.
● When you fill in a sheet, turn the page to a new one, but place the written one where it can be

seen.
● Write the title of the flip chart for example "Expectations" or "Activities".



● Use markers in different colors to highlight certain words.
● Use dark colors for writing such as black, blue, dark green, and light colors for underlining such as

yellow, red, light green.
● Do not use more than three colors on one leaf, as it is not a Christmas tree.
● Illustrate something if necessary with circles, squares or draw a process.
● When writing, stand aside, not directly in front of the flip chart so that everyone can see what is

written. Always face the participants and do not talk to them on the flip chart.
● Use the flip chart with groups of up to 20 participants, as visibility in larger groups is too low.
● If you are preparing flipchart paper, you can write something in advance with a pencil, and then

repeat it with a marker during the session. Participants will not notice what is written in pencil.
● Pre-prepare activities on which participants use the flipchart. Don’t use time on writing the topics

on the spot.

Examples of a good leaf arrangement:

4.4.1.2 Posters

The posters are large and professionally prepared illustrations or summaries of key ideas. They are
used to introduce a particular topic for example "Different forms of trafficking in human beings", then
to summarize important concepts and models. They allow the understanding of new concepts, to
create the same vocabulary between participants, to remind participants of key information and
points, even for things that are not now discussed, but are prior knowledge of the participants. Posters
are placed where participants can see them. Use them with groups of up to 20 participants, as
visibility in larger groups is too low.



4.4.1.3 Cork boards

Cork boards are used for colored cards (Meta Plan Method). This method is great for visualizing and28

at the same time actively involving the participants. The opinions of all participants are collected on
cards of different colors and placed on a cork board.

Before starting this method, be sure to explain the rules for using the cards:

● It is written exclusively with a felt-tip pen so that it can be seen from all sides in the room,
● It is written in one line, it means only a keyword, and not an entire essay on one card,
● The color of the marker must be darker than the color of the card (for example a black marker

on a yellow card),
● The number of cards is not usually limited, the more ideas the better.

The advantage is that this way you can involve all participants to be active, unlike if you write down
every thought / statement said by the participants on a flip chart.

4.4.1.4 Power Point presentations

Presentations are important so that you can visualize key points. Everything you want to say will be
supported by a picture, everyone will be able to follow you to where you are and not ask premature
questions, knowing that the point that interests them follows. Each slide should have a title. Make sure
the slides are arranged in order, do not jump from slide to slide, back and forth, because you will
annoy the participants. Come at least 30 minutes before the training and adjust the projector with the
laptop and the screen so that it can be seen from all the places where the participants will sit. You can
also use a laser pointer to highlight the word on the canvas. When making a slide you need to make
sure that it is remembered and arouses certain feelings in the participants. The slide should have its
own composition and all elements should be in harmony.

The purpose of the slide is to:

● Present something
● To inform
● Visually support what is being said.

In terms of colors, a combination of 3 colors is used, two similar and one opposite color. One of the
two similar colors will be the main color and the most significant will be the surface with that color, the
other similar color will be the second color and the third will be a contrasting color. The contrasting
color serves to emphasize certain things that are important and covers the smallest area. White, gray
and black are "colorless" and can be used.

When using images carefully, do not allow yourself to make kitsch and overload slides. Before the
training, be sure to practice the presentation so that you do not have too many slides for which you
will not have time to spend. You can also measure your time.

4.4.1.5 Videos

Videos enrich the experience and learning. They also perform audio and visual stimulation. It is an
additional experience that gives the participants a chance to change their point of view and see
another environment. For example, switch to a distributive center or in production. Especially applied

28 https://theworkshopleader.com/facilipedia/panels-groups/faciliation-techniques/metaplan/



to complement the real experience, to increase awareness and understanding of important ideas and
concepts. This is how skills and procedures and appropriate behavior is modeled and illustrated.
Remember that it is a motivator for participants to try new skills and approaches.

Before the session, check if the technique is suitable and working. If you do not know how to handle it,
ask the staff for help. Familiarize yourself with the content of the video and place it where you want it
on that chapter. This will allow the session participants not to get bored while you are doing this. Also
check the voice so that all participants, including those in the background, can hear. Make sure the
light is in order and that it may not be too bright so it is not visible. At the beginning, make an
introduction to what they will see, what to expect and what you will discuss after completion.

Remember that you need to convince the participants as a trainer, not the technique. Do not let
visual aids replace you. You are the one who knows, and all visual aids only help you to
achieve your goal.

4.5 Useful tips for successful training

4.5.1Time management
Delivering training sessions on time is an important quality
standard for all trainers. Time management is one of the
delivery difficulties for novice or beginner trainers. Many
trainers are not sure about what is the proper pacing for
their sessions and how not to rush through the material.
They also worry about having too much or too little material
to present. Here are some tips that can help you to make
good time management of the training.

1. Plan your training in 15 minutes intervals.
2. Prioritize the content well, so you define:
What is the “need-to-know” part and
What is the “nice-to-know” part.
3. Be prepared for 3 possible scenarios:
First, using too much material,
Second, using too little material or,
Third, going as scheduled
4. Make sure there is a clock in the training room.
5. Practice your training sessions, at least 5 times.
6. Ask fellow trainers for feedback.
7. Use a professional timer

4.5.2 Rules of work
Rules of work are an important part of a training, they help us create a good working atmosphere and
encourage participants to follow the rules that are jointly adopted before the start of the sessions. In
order to be able to work in harmony during the training and successfully achieve the training’s goals
whilst having the upmost respect for everyone’s space we need to set the basic rules of work and
communication for example:



● Respect the time- We value your time, and you value ours. Therefore, let's start on time, in order
to enjoy private affairs for the rest of the day and at the same time actively participate within the
training activities.

● Mobile phones switched off – Unless extremely necessary,
● Active Listening - In order to have more efficient communication and respect each other’s space

we must actively listen to each other.
● No interruptions - When one speaks do not interrupt, respect each participant and be patient

upon your answer.
● Safe space - Everything that is discussed stays in the room and in the safe space created

between the participants.
● Equality - All participants are equal, regardless of their backgrounds, age, interests, gender,

sexual orientation, religious background, job positions etc.
● Freedom of expression - Say what you think or feel, do not insist on unproven things.
● First person - Use the first person singular "I" in communication, not "we".
● Be open to different opinions – Do not discriminate or intent on not accepting an opinion

different from yours.
● Do not discriminate – Discriminatory behavior of any sorts is not acceptable at all. In an

environment of equality and safe space everyone is equal and deserves respect for their diversity.
● Have fun - Open up to new experiences and knowledge;

4.6 Useful tips for successful trainer

To be a successful lecturer/trainer, you need to be true to yourself or authentic, that is, to use your
natural abilities and not take the training as a mere performance. Be open to change and always well
prepared, bringing dynamism and diversity to your program, setting clear goals and regularly checking
for them. In addition to this section, you have important information that can help you become a better
trainer.

4.6.1 Responsibilities of the trainer

The Trainer is responsible for ensuring the development of the following phases:

PHASE TASKS OF THE TRAINER

Preparation ∙ Participants - the purpose of the workshop should always be very present;
∙ Date of its realization - convenient for everyone and motivator of creativity and

intellectual availability of the participants;
∙ Place - appropriate space in terms of brightness, size, acoustics, etc., well
equipped (tables, chairs, video projectors, etc.), with technical resources and
materials related to the tasks to be performed (CAD system, shoes-samples,
materials, ...) and organization in order to facilitate communication between the
Participants;
• Convocation - ensuring that participants were well informed about the date,
location, purpose and agenda of the workshop;
• Preparation of supporting materials - preparation and reproduction of all training
support documents;

Development
– Beginning

• Ensure that the various aspects of the workshop are well-defined before
initiating dialogue among the Participants.
• Presentation of all the elements present; the trainer presents his / her role,

remembering the purpose of the workshop, setting the work schedule and
intervals.



Development
– throughout

• The Participants should be able to confidently and freely express their ideas,
even if they appear inadequate and out of context. The constraints of rationality
or effectiveness should not be imposed so as not to negatively affect the
exploration of the subject / task.
• The Trainer should intervene to distribute tasks or summarize objectives. They
should reformulate ideas regularly, clearly stated, accent the points of
convergence and divergence between the Participants, seeking to make a
synthesis.
• Continuous assessment of Trainees.

Development
– Conclusion

• Synthesis of everything that was produced by the group, during the discussion
and the development of practical activities, in order to reach the objectives initially
set.
• Conclusions reflecting the group's vision, reformulating them and asking for
their confirmation to prevent misunderstandings.
• Final assessment of Trainees.

Evaluation • Evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of the workshop through the
achievement of the objectives and the satisfaction of the Participants and of the
Trainer.

4.6.2 Training Roles

During the last three decades, the changes in the educational environment have been phenomenal.
The model, focus, role of the learner and technology have been changed drastically from traditional
instruction to virtual learning. The power of non-formal education has drastically increased and is now
one of the most wanted/needed learning methods throughout the world.

As a trainer we need to work on creating a learning environment and atmosphere where everyone can
have the freedom to participate. After completing the training, the participants should be ready to
practically apply what they have learnt. Your success as a trainer is to give ideas to the participants, to
encourage them to want to try new things, think about new ideas, and want to improve and so on.

It is important to know that during the implementation of the training the trainers can be found in
several roles as a facilitator, moderator, mediator, consultant, educator etc.

● Facilitator is a person who helps a group of people to work together better, understand their
common objectives, and plan how to achieve these objectives, during meetings or
discussions.

● Moderator The person who runs a group discussion or focus group. She or he is responsible
for ensuring the smooth running of the discussion, managing the group process and
dynamics, introducing relevant issues and ideas for response by the group, and for ensuring
that the client's objectives are addressed.

● Consultant is a person who gives expert advice to a person or organization on a particular
subject.



● Trainer is like an educator or teacher. They have expertise in a given area and teach you how
it’s done.

● Educator is a person who teaches, informs or inspires others.
● Mediator she/he manages the interaction between parties and facilitates open

communication.

4.6.3 Tips for the trainer

✔ Goal of the session – With the introduction of each session we answered the inner
questions of the participants “Why are we doing these things?” and “What will be the useful
result which I will receive?” In order to secure the maximum level of participation you have to
aim at every moment to keep the goals and the benefits to the participants of the activities
clear.

✔ Explanation and assignment of activities – the clearest possible explanation at the
beginning saves time for later additional explanations. Separate the beginning and the end of
each activity clearly. Ask if everyone has understood and if not – explain again.

✔ Interaction – try to distribute the session so that 30% of the time is for the trainer
(introduction of information, giving instructions, demonstrations, etc.) and 70% is for the
participants (discussions, group work, exercises, development of something).

✔ Mutual learning and sharing of experience and ideas – at each possible moment
encourage the participants to enrich their shared ideas and opinions.

✔ Less but clearer topics (of separate sessions and tasks) – do not overload the
participants with too much theoretical information.

✔ Diversity of methods for reflection and evaluation (feedback) - Use as diverse methods
as possible to ensure reflection and feedback.

✔ Taking notes – write everything, which impressed you during the sessions in order to
improve your methodology and your work. Discuss the notes with your colleagues and apply
the conclusions in practice.

✔ Documentation of the sessions – develop the session using tables for description of the
training modules. Keep an archive of the methods and sessions used. During preparation of
training programs use your old notes to adapt and upgrade with new topics and content.

✔ Asking questions – encourage the participants to ask questions. If it does not bother you,
allow the participants to interrupt you even when you present information. In such a way you
increase the trust and the feeling that you give everything you can to them and help them in
the understanding of the material.

✔ References – showing the connections between the parts of the material support the logic of
the training process and reinforce what was learnt. The creation of connections and the return
to the global picture is important for remembering and for better perception.

✔ Conclusions and summaries – make summaries at the end of each activity going back to
the objective. (“Why are we making this?”, “What do we want to achieve?”, “Did we achieve
it?”).

✔ Enough energizers and physical activities – the program has to be vibrant, to have a
balance between more dynamic and calmer activities.

✔ Self-reflection – answer questions which were prepared in advance and are kept during the
entire program.

✔ Group discussion – evaluation of what has happened up to the moment with all participants
✔ Solo – time during which the participants stay with themselves and reflect on what was

studied.



4.7 Communication (verbal/nonverbal; question and active
listening)

Communication is at the heart of everything we do. It is the basis of human interaction.
Communication must be related to what we think, feelings, desires, needs and ideas. Our world is full
of information. Communication is not a skill that is nice to have. Good communication is essential for
success. It is essential for any successful trainer. In communication, the most important thing is to be
understood. Communication can be defined as the process in which information and understanding
are transferred from one person to another. There is no communication if the transmitted information
is not received and understood. So communication means sending, receiving and understanding.

Did you know that?

If you say something to 100 people without repeating it:

● After 24 hours, 25% have already forgotten.
● After 48 hours, 50% have already forgotten.
● After 72 hours, 75% have already forgotten.
● After a week, 96% have already forgotten.

Main elements of communication:

● Compatibility between verbal and non-verbal communication
● Active listening
● Asking questions
● Providing feedback (feedback)

4.7.1 Nonverbal communication

Non-verbal communication is the common
transmission of meanings / symbols through all
non-verbal ways. The main elements of non-verbal
communication are:

● Characteristics of the voice
● Facial expression
● Posture Gestures
● Physical proximity
● Exterior appearance

When you speak your voice goes beyond words. Your emphasis may be on your place of residence or
education. Your tone of voice may tell the other person whether you are sad, excited, or bored. About
90% of your communication is non-verbal. Much of it is unconscious, but you can control some of it
through your awareness of it.

Speech volume and speed should be used with caution and in a controlled manner. These qualities
can work in harmony and achieve powerful effects.



4.7.2 Verbal communication

Verbal communication is a process of jointly conveying meanings through words - oral or written
expression. Words are symbols through which we express our thoughts. We must remember that the
meaning of words must be in harmony with all our actions and of course that verbal communication is
controlled by our consciousness. Through verbal communication people learn about your ideas,
thoughts, products and services. They also find out about your feelings.

The main elements of verbal communication are:

● Words (spoken or written)
● Context
● Sentence construction

4.7.3 Questioning techniques

All questioning techniques must be adapted towards the situation, thus giving the freedom of
expression up to the individual only. This is mostly in order to respect the participant’s freedom of
choice and freedom of expression without putting anyone on the spot and without forcing them to
speak and take action.

It is important to note that the questioning techniques are to be used to motivate the participants to
take action and be an active part of the discussions without stepping into their boundaries.

1. Ask about feelings and opinions

Use a question-and-answer method that will help people express their ideas and encourage them to
discuss.

● What is your reaction to ...?
● How do you feel about ...?
● What are you thinking about ...?
● What led you to conclude that ...?
● What are the other ways to ...?

2. Paraphrase

One way to help people reach mutual understanding is to paraphrase, which means asking one
person to repeat what someone else said.

● Are you asking me to ...?
● Was your opinion that ...? You say that ...?
● Before we continue, let me paraphrase what I think you are proposing...?
● Let me start with your last point to see if I understand you.
● Before you continue, did you think...?

3. Encourage participation

Sometimes people tend to stay away from it and keep quiet. You can encourage them with questions
such as the following:

● Ana, what is your opinion about ...?



● Ivan, how would you answer Zoran's question?
● Before we continue, I would like to hear Eva's opinion on this.
● We have not heard Goran yet. Goran, what do you think about the proposal?

4. Look for a summary

● Many good ideas are presented. Will anyone be able to summarize the main points before
proceeding?

● We heard very good suggestions. Will anyone summarize what has been agreed?
● It is clear that Anna does not agree. Anna, will you be able to summarize your main

disagreements once again?
● We got lost in the discussion. Will anyone be able to summarize the past?

5. Seek clarification

● I did not understand the last comment. Can you clarify please?
● The examples you gave for Sunday work are great. Can you tell me if they apply on

weekends as well?
● I saw Zoran waving his head. Zoran, will it help you if we clarify your thoughts on this matter

for a few more minutes?
● I still do not understand. What do we do if ...?

6. Look for examples

● Eva please can you give me an example of what he meant?
● Goran, can you explain better? I'm not sure I understood everything.

7. Consensus testing

● We seem to have agreed on this. Let me just raise my hands, does everyone accept this idea
/ proposal ...?

● Ivan, is this your opinion as well?
● Before we move on to the next point, let me check if we all agree that ...?

8. Initiate action

● What do you think about...?
● Goran, what do you suggest we do to continue this work?
● A couple of suggestions from you on how to get started would be useful. Can you give a

suggestion?

9. Explore the idea in detail

● What are the other ways to approach this problem?
● Are there other things to consider?
● Ivan, do you have anything to add to what we said?
● Anna, what are your standings on this matter?

10. Do a quick survey

● With a raise of hands tell me how many of you are in favor of this proposal?
● What does everyone think about this? Let's start with ....



● Zoran, would you like to know the other participants’ opinion on your proposal?

11. Suggest a break

● We have been working on this problem for more than an hour, I suggest a short break
● I can feel the energy falling, what do you think about a break?

12. Propose a procedure

● Goran thank you for elaborating this matter so thoroughly. What are the others’ opinions on
this matter

● Would it help if we put the agenda items according to priorities?

13. Express your feelings.

● I feel that we should leave some space and discuss this issue next week, when we have more
facts.

● I feel like we maybe did not leave enough space for some other participants to express their
opinions, would anyone else like to speak?

14. Give support

● Ivan thank you for expressing your opinion, your standing was valuable and I encourage you
to continue stepping up.

● Zoran thank you for taking the time to express your opinion, would anyone else like to have a
turn. Let’s please support all of our team to step up and take the spot.

15. Assumptions of questions

● Your proposal assumes that if we do not use threats, they will not cooperate. Is that right?
● Your proposal assumes that we will not be able to finish on time. Is that true?
● Your remark assumes that we will not deliver on the promises. Is this a good / correct

assumption?

16. Check the road or orientation

● Are we asking the right questions?
● Are these the most important goals?
● Is this the best way to achieve cooperation?
● Is this the only way to finish ...?

17. Look to the future

● If we act in this way, what could happen? What could be the most positive and the most
negative impact/outcome?

● If this does not work, what will we lose?
● If this works how will it affect the next weekly schedule?
● What do you see as a future outcome of this decision?

18. Confront the differences

● Eva did not state that you do not agree, but it can be concluded from your statement that you
do. Is it true?



● Eva and Zoran have different opinions, and that is completely OK, people are different and
have a right to a difference in opinions.

19. Change of roles

● Put yourself in the role of a participant for a few minutes. Now as a participant how would you
react to this activity?

● Imagine for a second you were a trainer in charge. How would you react to this proposal?
● How would you feel if I treated you this way?

20. Focus on choosing an action

● We have considered all the possibilities and must choose from these three alternatives.
● We discussed both sides very carefully. It's time to choose.

4.8.4 Active or whole body listening

We have spent many years learning, educated on how to read, write and speak and what about
listening?

The ability to actively listen is a very important skill for every person. Listening allows us to understand
the interlocutor and to show interest in him and what he is saying. Unfortunately, all of us sometimes
have difficulties with actively listening.

Whole body listening is giving different parts of your body a specific job so that you are completely
focused on what is being said. It means using parts of your body that the speaker can see, such as
the ears, eyes, body, mouth, and hands as well as those the speaker cannot see, like the brain and
heart.

Exercise for listening skills: My playlist



Write down your listening skills on this list and think about your strengths and the parts you need to
upgrade.

1. Put a T in front of statements that you think are correct; N before statements that are incorrect:

_____ Listening is a natural skill. _____ Listening is passive. _____ Interrupting someone you talk to
is a bad method. _____ Once I understand what it is about, I can start answering the other person's
questions. _____ Listening and listening are one and the same thing.

2. Match the type of listening with the most appropriate answer:

Inactive Listening                      Let me make sure I understand you.

Selective listening                    Of course, however.

Active listening                         Oh, I heard you say Michael Jackson, not George Michael.

Thinking Listening                    I can imagine how the child was stressed about the jellyfish homework.

3. Think about your interactions and habits you have while listening to customers. List three things
you do that make you a good listener.

1.____________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________________

4.  Who in your life (at work or at home) do you consider a very good listener? Why?

________________________________________________________________

4.9 Conclusion
This section consists of several components designed for young educators in order to plan and
conduct good training. One part gives an overview of the elements of conducting a training that should
last from 60-120 minutes, while the second component is an informative part for educators. The main
purpose of this section is to provide basic and relevant information to the implementers of the specific
workshop so that they can implement it properly.

Namely, the information in the chapter is arranged in accordance with the objectives of the workshop
that follows. At the same time, this section aims to help young educators prepare in the planning and
implementation of workshops. Of course, not all possible questions and elements are listed here, but
this section aims to get the young educator to think and prepare for each educational session.

We hope that this chapter will serve the youth workers as a starting point in their future work on the
prevention of human trafficking.

Finally, you will be a successful student and you will be a great educator of your peers. You can do it.
During each subsequent lecture / workshop, it will be easier and easier for you. Therefore, be



COURAGEOUS in your mission - educating your peers about the problem human trafficking. GOOD
LUCK



CHAPTER V Programme examples



Introduction
The Chapter V present training programmes on Identification, Protection and Prevention in order to
contribute toward the fight of the most poignant and worrying issues such as human trafficking, which,
unfortunately, is quite tangible and present in our daily lives. The best practices of prevention and
education workshops are presented, resulting from the vast experience of organizations in the field of
prevention and education for trafficking.

SECTION 1: IDENTIFICATION of victims of
trafficking in human beings

1.1 Training programme- What is human trafficking?

Training programme

TOPIC: What is human trafficking

Target group: Youth workers, teachers, students, professionals, NGO’s and anyone who might
get in touch with (possible) victims of trafficking and vulnerable members of the
society.

Training goals: The goals for the training on what is human trafficking and early identification of
victims of trafficking and could be defined as follows:

By the end of the training, participants will know:

✔ What trafficking in human beings is

✔ The difference between trafficking and smuggling

✔ The difference between sexual, labour and criminal exploitation

✔ What the signals are for every form of exploitation

✔ That signals are often subtle and hard to recognize

✔ That depending on the participant’s professional background different
signals might be recognized

And they will be able to (with help of the roadmap):

✔ Ask specific follow-up questions based on first signals of trafficking

✔ Make an assessment: refer this person for further help or not; or take
other appropriate action

✔ Refer adequately to support services

Time Training
component

Training elaboration Training
materials/resources

Introduction section

30 min Welcome and
introduction

-Start with a short case

-Explain the goals for
today’s training

Flipchart sheet 1: Training
goals

Flipchart sheet 2: Training
programme



-Explain the time
schedule

-Short introduction of
trainer

- Ice- breaker FACT OR
FICTION

Hand-out: Handbook Early
Identification (European
TrafGuID)

Paper and pen/pencil

15 min Warming up
exercise what is
human trafficking –

Far away from
home

Exercise 1. Creating the
context of trafficking
through a group
discussion about our
dream city for living
abroad

A bigger space for everyone

1 flip chart paper with the
name of the activity

Break  15-30 min

Content section

30 min What is trafficking?
(Definition, forms of
exploitation and
signals)?

Exercise 2. What is
trafficking (definition,
forms of exploitation
and signals)?

This exercise is
followed-up by theory
on THB.

A4 papers with three
examples of possible
trafficking cases

Flipchart sheet 4: definition
of THB incl. 3 main
elements

30 min Different forms of
exploitation

Exercise 3. Labelling
newspaper headlines
according to sexual,
labour or criminal
exploitation

List of recent newspaper
headlines on trafficking
cases

4 plasticized cards

3 wooden spoons

Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section

30 min Securing lessons
learned/evaluation
of the training

Closure of the
training

Evaluation

To evaluate the training,
the trainer asks the
participants to fill in a
large sheet on which all
letters of the alphabet
are written. Behind
every letter of the
alphabet, a word has to
be written down that
mirrors what
participants have
learned during the
training and/or how they
evaluate the training.

Flipchart sheet with A B C
etc.



For example: A is for
analysis, B is for better
understanding, C is for
complex, etc.

The training ends with
the certification
ceremony

Description of the exercises examples
ICE- BREAKER FACT OR FICTION

Duration of
exercise

5-10 minutes

Aim Short exercise for getting acquainted

Training
elaboration

1. Participants sit in a circle with paper and pen/pencil.
2. In turn, each states their name and tells a short story about their life. The story
they tell may be factual or fictional.
3. The listeners record each person’s name and their guess as to whether the
story was true or false.
4. After each person has told their story, go around the group again to find out the
correct answers.
It is helpful for the facilitator to write down the topic of each story next to the
names so that they can lead the answer round with thorough recall. This activity is
encourages name familiarity, in that names are written down by all group
members

Training
materials

paper and pen/pencil

Exercise 2. What is trafficking (definition, forms of exploitation and signals)?

Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Participants will be aware of what trafficking is (and (optional) what the difference is
between human trafficking and smuggling.)

Training
elaboration

Participants work in duos. The trainer hands out three examples on paper that
might be cases of trafficking. The participants have to decide whether this is
trafficking or not and discuss this in pairs. They have to rate each example on a
scale of 1 (no suspicions) until 10 (high suspicions). Participants have not yet
received detailed info on the definition of THB, so this exercise is stimulating them
to explore what they think trafficking is about.

After the discussion in pairs, the trainer leads a plenary discussion in which (s)he
asks the participants to clarify their decision whether the examples are trafficking or
not. The trainer then explains the definition of THB, based on the law and how you
can determine in practice whether this is a case of THB or not. This is done by a
three steps determination containing the most important elements of trafficking:



1. Action: recruitment; transportation; transfer; harbouring; receipt of persons

2. Means: threat; force; other forms of coercion; abduction; fraud/deception;
abuse of power or vulnerability; giving and receiving of payments

3. Purpose: exploitation of prostitution and other forms of sexual exploitation;
forced labour and services; slavery and similar practices; involuntary
servitude; removal of organs

In conclusion, one can say that THB consists of a person actively acting by means
of threat, force, abuse of power, etc. with the purpose of exploitation

Option: In some groups, it might also be necessary to shortly explain the difference
between trafficking and smuggling. This will take an extra 10-15 minutes. For this,
the following overview from the European TrafGuID may be used:

Trafficking in Human
Beings

Smuggling of migrants

Purpose Exploitative For financial or

other material benefits

Consent Invalid consent Valid

Transnationality Not required Required

Crime Against the person Against the state

Training
materials

A4 papers with three examples of possible trafficking cases

Flipchart sheet 4: definition of THB incl. 3 main elements

See Appendix  for hand-out to be used during this exercise

Appendix. Exercise 2. What is trafficking?

How would you rate the case study mentioned below on a scale from 1 to 10?
1.............................................................................................................................................. 10

(1 = no suspicion of trafficking) (10 = high suspicion of trafficking)

Case studies (can/should be adapted according to training group)

1. Jana works six days per week for a horticulture company in the Netherlands. He earns 35 euro per
week. He sleeps in a caravan on the premises of the company he works for.

2. Danita works as a sex worker. Her clients come to her boyfriend’s house in Sittard, a town in the
south of the Netherlands on the border with Belgium and Germany. She gives 50% of her earnings to
her boyfriend in exchange for lodging and boarding. He arranges her clients and negotiates with them
about the prices and the sexual services that Danita provides. Danita enjoys her new life.

3. Macha from Russia works as an au pair with a farmer’s family in the countryside. The family has
three children and their motto is ‘Work hard, don’t mess around.’ Her boss keeps her passport in his
safe ‘for safekeeping.’ Mascha works 14 hours per day, six days per week. She does not consider the
work, she says. She receives lodging, boarding and some pocket money, but no salary. Her boss
makes sexually oriented jokes.



Exercise 3. Labelling newspaper headlines according to sexual, labour or criminal exploitation

Duration of
exercise

15 minutes

Aim Participants will be able to recognize different forms of exploitation

Training
elaboration

The trainer reads out loud different recent newspaper headlines that concern cases
of trafficking. Plasticized cards are put in each corner of the room, indicating
sexual, labour or criminal exploitation or a combination thereof. The participants
discuss among each other and decide whether this is a case of sexual, labour or
criminal exploitation or a combination and take position in one of the corners. If they
want to ask a clarifying question to the trainer, they can pick up a wooden spoon
that is placed in the middle of the room. In total there are three wooden spoons, so
three possible questions for the group to ask. After choosing sides, the trainer
clarifies under which form of trafficking this particular case can be identified and
why.

Training
materials

List of recent newspaper headlines re. trafficking cases 4 plasticized cards 3
wooden spoons

2.2Training programme - Type of exploitation

Training programme

TOPIC: Types of exploitation (detail explanation of different forms of exploitation in the
process of trafficking and differences, forced criminality, fertility, marriages, sex,
begging, domestic work, labour exploitation in different sector)

Target group: Youth workers, teachers, students, professionals, NGO’s and anyone who might
get in touch with (possible) victims of trafficking and vulnerable members of the
society.

Training goals: The goals for the training on types of exploitation are defined as follows:

By the end of the training, participants will:

● Know what the signals are for every form of exploitation
● Understand who may be more vulnerable to being trafficked and why
● Recognize the different forms of exploitation

Time Training
component

Training
elaboration

Training
materials/resources

Introduction section

10 min Ice breaker Marshmallow
Challenge

Marshmallows, raw
spaghetti, tape and string



20 min Recap exercise to
set foundation for
next learning:

What is human
trafficking?

A flash quiz of
information
learned on what
human trafficking
is. A door prize for
the person with the
most answers to
make it more fun

Flip chart, markers

Break 15 min

Content section

30 min Types of exploitation
(detail explanation of
different forms of
exploitation in the
process of trafficking
and differences: sex,
begging, domestic
work, labour
exploitation in
different sector,
forced criminality,
fertility, marriages

Exercise 1.

Defining the 3
elements of
human trafficking

- Act,

- Means

- Purpose

Group discussions
on prevalent cases
for represented
organizations

Worksheet with
definitions

Flipchart sheet, markers
to list the prevalent forms

45 min Case studies

Reality checks

Exercise 2.

Case studies each
of which
represents unique
cases drawn from
recorded cases

Reflection of
material in the
context of own
area of practice

Write ups of case studies
and questionnaires

PDFs of resources or
specific sections of the
training, including
glossary of terms

Comprehensive listing of
web and print resources
on human trafficking and
related topics

Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section

40 min Reflection and
evaluation activity

Take what you
need

Each participant
shares one thing
they learned or
one thing they are
going to do
differently for each
piece of candy.

 A bag of skittles/ M&Ms,
or a roll of toilet paper.



Closure of the
training

Description of the exercises
Introduction- Ice breaker

Duration of
exercise

10 minutes

Aim Strengthen your team's brainstorming and problem-solving skills

Training
elaboration

To play, you simply divide your team into groups of four and give each group 20
sticks of spaghetti, one yard of tape, one yard of string, and a marshmallow.
Whichever team can build the tallest structure, wins -- the trick is, the
marshmallow must be on top.
There are a few reasons this game works as both a great ice breaker and a
team-building exercise. First, the most successful teams are the groups of people
who don't spend time competing for power.
The game forces your colleagues to work collaboratively when brainstorming
potential solutions. Second, the Marshmallow Challenge encourages people to
think quickly and offer alternative solutions when their initial idea fails.
With the Marshmallow Challenge, you can strengthen your team's brainstorming
and problem-solving skills, and your team can also have some fun. A win, win.

Training
materials

Marshmallows, raw  spaghetti, tape and string

Exercise 1. Types of exploitation (detail explanation of different forms of exploitation in the process of
trafficking and differences: sex, begging, domestic work, labour exploitation in different sector, forced
criminality, fertility, marriages

Duration of
exercise

60 minutes

Aim ● Participants know and understand the different forms of exploitation
● Identify prevalent forms of exploitation and describe where and how they

could occur

Training
elaboration

Five (5) minute recap Act + Means + Purpose = Human Trafficking

● After the refresher recap, participants work in groups to complete a table to
denote act, means and purpose from what they have learned and also discuss
the purposes that are prevalent in their areas of work to share best practices.
This exercise will give participants more information on the different types of
exploitation.

ACT MEANS PURPOSE

The trafficker must
complete one or
more of the following
acts

Using one or more
of the following
means

For the purpose of
exploitation of the
following forms



Recruit violence Sexual exploitation

● Participants work in groups to define forms of exploitation (labour, domestic
servitude, forced marriage, forced criminality, child soldiers and organ
harvesting) and give examples of where and how they occur following the
example below and its indicators:

Sexual Exploitation
Definition: This is when someone is deceived, coerced or forced to take part in
sexual activity.

Where it could occur: Places where someone could be sexually exploited:

▪ Prostitution
▪ Brothels – massage/sauna
▪ Escort agencies
▪ Pole/lap dancing
▪ Forced marriage
▪ Stripping on a webcam
▪ Phone sex lines

Training
materials

PDF Resources

Flipchart sheets and markers

Exercise 2. Case Studies

Duration of
exercise

45 minutes

Aim ● Identifying forms of exploitation in a case study

Training
elaboration

CASE STUDY 1: INDAH
Forced Labour Indicators
• Withholding of wages
• Isolation
• Restriction of movement
• Excessive overtime
• Retention of identity documents
• Abuse of vulnerability
Indah worked with her employer for nearly ten years without direct pay. In those

ten years, her employer said she was not allowed to hold on to any money and
withheld more than S$40,000 of her salary. Four years after she started working for
them, her employer remitted about S$1,000 to her family. After a further four years,
her employer claimed to have remitted S$2,000 but no proof was given. Indah
worked from 7am to 11pm daily, and was not given a rest day for ten years: she
could only go out of the house for chores such as to wash the car, water the plants,
or sweep outside the house. She was not allowed to own a mobile phone and was
also instructed not to speak to any strangers (including other domestic workers in
the neighbourhood) and would be censured if ‘caught’. Her appeals for home leave
were rejected by her employer and she was not able to speak with her family for
almost seven years. Indah was never shown or given a copy of her employment



contract—her salary was only S$280 when she first arrived in Singapore. Her
passport and WP were kept by her employer throughout her employment.

● How does this case study illuminate how coercion and abuse of
vulnerability operates as Indah worked without pay for a decade despite
the absence of physical or sexual violence directed towards her?

● Discuss how coercion can be ‘subtle and not immediately observable’, and
how abuse of vulnerability operates.

● What could be some of the reasons why Indah did not seek help?

Discussion
It is immensely difficult, under current civil law systems, to prove that subtle forms
of coercion and deception should be considered critical components of criminal
offences of forced labour or labour trafficking.

Training
materials

Cards with cases

Flipchart sheets and markers

1.3 Training programme- How to recognize trafficking cases

Training programme

TOPIC: IDENTIFICATION OF VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS:

HOW TO RECOGNIZE TRAFFICKING CASES

Target
group:

Youth workers from local NGOs and public support services that might get in touch with
(possible) victims of trafficking among newly arrived refugees and migrants.

Training
goals:

By the end of the training, participants will know:

✔ What the signals are for every form of exploitation

✔ That signals are often subtle and hard to recognize

✔ That depending on the participant’s professional background different signals
might be recognized

And they will be able to (with help of the roadmap):

✔ Ask specific follow-up questions based on first signals of trafficking

✔ Make an assessment: refer this person for further help or not; or take other
appropriate action

✔ Refer adequately to support services

Time Training
compone
nt

Training elaboration Training materials/resources

Introduction section

30
min

-Explain the goals for today’s
training

Flipchart sheet 1: Training goals

Flipchart sheet 2: Training programme



-Explain the time schedule

-Short introduction of trainer

-Short exercise: describe a victim of
human trafficking (name or
adjective)

Flipchart sheet 3: description of a victim of
human trafficking

60
min

Warming
up
exercise/
Brainstor
ming/
Illustrative
Talks

How to
recognize
a victim of
trafficking:
‘Who am
I?’

Exercise 1. Recognize which are
the right indicators for human
trafficking (HT)

Part I (10’):

According to your experience,
which are the most common
indicators of trafficking?

Part II (30’):

After that, watch the following
video (minute 1.22 to 2.43)
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=kGe4QV-LpYU and show a
short ppt to the participants
concerning the human
trafficking indicators identified
by IOM and UNODC, the profile
of trafficked children and adults
(https://www.ctdatacollaborative
.org/story/age-victims-children-
and-adults ). Encourage all the
participants to intervene,
discuss about the HT indicators
and share their opinion,
personal experience or even
remarks related to the materials
delivered during the
presentation. PPT presentation
on the Behavioural impact of
trafficking.

Part III (15’):

Small groups discussions: list
the most common challenges in
identifying a victim of trafficking.

Coloured notes to be sticked to a blank
white wall poster

PPT+ youtube video

IOM Training guide - Trafficking in Persons:
Victim Identification and Assistance, p.10-12

Flipchart sheet:

Write down all the challenges identified by
the participants

Break 15-30 min

Content section

80
min

Signs of
exploitatio
n

Exercise 2. How to recognize a
victim of trafficking and ask the right
questions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGe4QV-LpYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGe4QV-LpYU
https://www.ctdatacollaborative.org/story/age-victims-children-and-adults
https://www.ctdatacollaborative.org/story/age-victims-children-and-adults
https://www.ctdatacollaborative.org/story/age-victims-children-and-adults


(trafficking
cases and
indicators,
topics to
be
covered
during
interviews,
interviewin
g
technique
s)

Part I (10’):

Based on the findings and
thoughts that emerged over the
previous exercise, split the
class in groups of 3/4 people
and ask participants to list a
series of questions to be
submitted during an interview
with a (potential) victim of
trafficking.

Part II (30’):

Then, read and comment on 4
stories/cases of trafficking
survivors. Ask yourself and
share with the rest of the
participants which questions,
identified during the session in
small groups, are adequate and
best suit your purpose.

Part III (40’):

Role play: groups of 3 people

One participant plays the role of
the victim (pick one of the 3
cases provided by the
trainer/facilitator), one is the
interviewer (he/she has to ask
questions to identify signals of
trafficking).

A third person will observe and
report all the relevant details
about the interview (body
language, tone of voice, clarity
and efficacy of questions etc.).

Part IV (20’):

Interactive talks

While participants are working
in small groups, the facilitator
writes on a flipchart the most
relevant guiding principles for
interviewing trafficked persons.
Once the third part of the
training session is over, the
facilitator reads and comments
the list of principles together
with the participants.

Flipchart sheet:

Draw a funnel, thereby symbolizing it often
works best to start with general questions
followed by more specific questions

Kate’s story 16 years from Nigeria,
https://italy.iom.int/sites/default/files/news-do
cuments/IOMReport_Trafficking.pdf

+

UN Women Trafficked: Three survivors of
human trafficking share their stories

https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2
019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share
-stories

https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-cont
ent/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-vic
tims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-desti
nation-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf p.
64-65 Case studies

https://italy.iom.int/sites/default/files/news-documents/IOMReport_Trafficking.pdf
https://italy.iom.int/sites/default/files/news-documents/IOMReport_Trafficking.pdf
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf


60
min

Formal
and
informal
identificati
on of
trafficked
victims
(Referral
Mechanis
m)

Exercise 3. Who should you turn to
when identifying a (potential) victim
of trafficking?

Part I (30’):

According to the national
context and local provisions,
explain and share information
with participants about the
competent authorities and law
enforcement responsible for the
formal identification and
protection of the (potential)
victim.

Part II (30’):

Small group discussion: revise
the cases and stories used
during the previous exercise
and indicate which
authority/service should be
reached in order to refer the
(potential) victim of trafficking.

PPT presentation (it changes in accordance
with the national context)

Cases and stories used during the previous
training sessions

Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section

40
min

Securing
lessons
learned/

Debate

Closure of
the
training

Participants discuss and share what
they have learned during the
session. Specifically, they have to
write some information on the
stickers depending on their colour
and stick them on the whiteboard
(each colour refers to a different
topic addressed during the training
sessions).

Markers, coloured sticky notes

Description of the exercises

Introduction
Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Introduction of the topic, preliminary discussion about prejudices

Training
elaboration

The facilitator gives every participant a marker. They have to write on a flipchart a
word through they would describe a victim of human trafficking (name or
adjective)
Discussion afterwards. The facilitator and participants should think if there are any
recurring stereotypes.



Training
materials

One marker each, flipchart

Exercise 1: Recognize which are the right indicators for human trafficking
Duration of
exercise

60 minutes

Aim Participants will gain knowledge about the main indicators of human trafficking

Training
elaboration

Part I (10’):
Which are the most common indicators of trafficking? Ask participants to identify a
list of potential indicators, according to their own experience, and write them down
on as many coloured sticky notes as needed. Each participant has to attach all
his/her post-it to a wall poster so as to share them with the rest of the group.

Part II (30’):
After that, the facilitator watches the following video together with the participants
(minute 1.22 to 2.43) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGe4QV-LpYU and
shows a short ppt to the participants concerning the human trafficking indicators
identified by IOM and UNODC, the profile of trafficked children and adults, the
behavioural impact of trafficking.
The facilitator encourages all the participants to intervene, discuss about the HT
indicators and share their opinion, personal experience or even remarks about the
materials delivered during the presentation.

Part III (20’):
Small groups discussions
Participants are divided into 3 groups. In light of the previous training sessions,
they have to create a list of the most common challenges in identifying a victim of
trafficking and reflect on how to tackle such obstacles. Each group chooses a
leader who will share the main findings of the discussion with the rest of the
class/participants (e.g. in Italy, the proliferation of the so-called Connection
houses, private apartments and shared flats where trafficked women are forced
into prostitution, hinders the identification process and make it hard for social
workers and operators to get in contact with victims of trafficking for sexual
purposes).

Source: IOM, Training guide - Trafficking in Persons: Victim Identification and
Assistance
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/trafficking-in-persons-training-guide.pdf
, p. 10-12 and 18;
UNODC, https://www.unodc.org/pdf/HT_indicators_E_LOWRES.pdf;
CTDC, https://www.ctdatacollaborative.org/story/age-victims-children-and-adults .

Training
materials

PPT, projector, computer with internet connection, coloured sticky notes, wall
poster.
Use Jamboard and Padlet for online training sessions.

Exercise 2: How to recognize a victim of trafficking
Duration of
exercise

100 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGe4QV-LpYU
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/trafficking-in-persons-training-guide.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/pdf/HT_indicators_E_LOWRES.pdf
https://www.ctdatacollaborative.org/story/age-victims-children-and-adults


Aim Participants will improve their skills and understand the best approaches to
interview a victim/survivor of trafficking

Training
elaboration

Part I (10’):
Based on the findings and outcomes emerged over the previous exercise, the
facilitator splits the class in X groups of 3/4 people and asks participants to list a
series of questions to be submitted during an interview with a (potential) victim of
trafficking. Each group has to elaborate a series of questions aimed at revealing
and identifying potential vulnerabilities and clear signs of trafficking. The group
leader takes notes using a blank paper and then writes the questions created by
his/her own group on a flipchart sheet (starting with general questions followed by
more specific questions).

Part II (25’):
Participants read and comment 4 stories/cases of trafficking survivors*. Ask
yourself and share with the rest of the participants (1) if the questions identified
during the session in small groups (Part I) are adequate and (2) which ones of
these best suit your purpose.

Part III (20’):
Role play: groups of 3 people
One participant plays the role of the victim (pick one of the 3 cases provided by
the trainer/facilitator**), one is the interviewer (he/she has to ask questions to
identify signals of trafficking)
A third person will observe and report all the relevant details about the interview
(body language, tone of voice, clarity and efficacy of questions etc.). He/she will
share his/her observations with the rest of the participants once that the group
session is over.

Part IV (20’)
Interactive talks:
While participants are working in small groups, the facilitator writes on a flipchart
the most relevant guiding principles for interviewing trafficked persons. Once the
third part of the training session is over, the facilitator reads and comments the list
of principles together with the participants.
Participants can add more principles to the list and/or share some tips with the
rest of the group.
Here is a non-exhaustive list***:
- Do no harm principle;
- Find a safe and comfortable environment for conducting the interview;
- The interview must take place in a strictly private form and no one else should

be present (except for underage victims).
- Do not disclose the victim's personal data and information. Her/his identity

must be protected (privacy statement);
- Before starting the interview, the interviewer needs to ask for and thus receive

victim’s consent; then he/she can proceed with the interview (consent form to
be signed by the victim);

- Avoid re-victimisation and re-traumatisation;
- Maintain a non-judgemental approach;
- Be professional but maintain a friendly attitude;
- A cultural mediator may participate in the interview, if needed. In that case,

the mediator needs to be adequately trained and fully aware of the condition
of vulnerability of the interviewee.



- Be ready to provide useful information to the victim about the legal, health and
social services available at local level.

- The interviewer will reflect victims’ gender, if deemed appropriate
- gender-related needs of the victims will be taken into consideration
- specific needs of men, women and children should be duly considered.

Note well:
Unrealistic expectations, heroic aspirations and a strong feeling of powerlessness
when working/supporting traumatised people can have a negative effect on
interviewers’ wellbeing. The facilitator should stress the importance of preventing
strong emotional and physical reactions such as the burnout syndrome and
indirect traumatisation of the helper/interviewer.
For more information, please read pp. 58-60 of the following report:
https://www.infomie.net/IMG/pdf/the-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-i
n-transit-and-destination-countries-in-europe-a-practical-guideline-for-frontline-wor
kers.pdf

Source: *Kate’s story 16 years from Nigeria,
https://italy.iom.int/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/IOMReport_Trafficking.pdf;
UN Women Trafficked: Three survivors of human trafficking share their stories,
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors
-share-stories.
** Case studies, p. 64-65 ,
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identificatio
n-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_E
nglish.pdf.
*** Cathy Zimmerman, WHO Ethical and Safety Recommendations for
Interviewing Trafficked Women (World Health Organization, Geneva, 2003).
Available at https://who.int/mip/2003/other_documents/en/Ethical_
Safety-GWH.pdf;
VERA-Institute of Justice, Screening for Human Trafficking Guidelines for
Administering the Trafficking Victim Identification Tool (TVIT) JUNE 2014,
https://www.vera.org/downloads/publications/human-trafficking-identification-tool-a
nd-user-guidelines.pdf;

Training
materials

Flipchart, papers, markers, printed materials (case studies and survivors’ stories)

Exercise 3: Who you should turn to when identifying a (potential) victim of trafficking?
Duration of
exercise

60 minutes

Aim Understand the referral mechanism and the actors responsible for (formally)
identifying, supporting and protecting a victim of trafficking.

Training
elaboration

Part I (30’):
According to the national context and local provisions, explain and share
information with participants about the competent authorities and law enforcement
responsible for the formal identification and protection of the (potential) victim.

Part II (30’):
Small group discussion: revise the cases and stories used during the previous
exercise and indicate which authority/service should be reached in order to refer

https://www.infomie.net/IMG/pdf/the-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-europe-a-practical-guideline-for-frontline-workers.pdf
https://www.infomie.net/IMG/pdf/the-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-europe-a-practical-guideline-for-frontline-workers.pdf
https://www.infomie.net/IMG/pdf/the-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-europe-a-practical-guideline-for-frontline-workers.pdf
https://italy.iom.int/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/IOMReport_Trafficking.pdf
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://who.int/mip/2003/other_documents/en/Ethical_%20Safety-GWH.pdf
https://who.int/mip/2003/other_documents/en/Ethical_%20Safety-GWH.pdf
https://www.vera.org/downloads/publications/human-trafficking-identification-tool-and-user-guidelines.pdf
https://www.vera.org/downloads/publications/human-trafficking-identification-tool-and-user-guidelines.pdf


to the (potential) victim of trafficking. Please use the stories and case studies used
during the previous training session (exercise 2)

Training
materials

Projector, ppt, case studies and stories (see sources in exercise 2)

Conclusion (wrap up-activity)
Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Participants discuss and share what they have learned during the session

Training
elaboration

Participants have to write some information on the stickers depending on their
colour and stick them on the whiteboard. Facilitator writes on the whiteboard the
instructions for each color.
Yellow: Who are the victims
Orange: Who can recognize signals
Pink: Indicators for minors
Red: General indicators
Green: Rules for interviews
When all participants have finished, the facilitator hangs all the post-its on the
FlipChart. Discussion and conclusions.

Training
materials

Markers, coloured sticky notes

1.4 Training programme- Vulnerability of specific groups to human
trafficking

Training programme

TOPIC: Who can be a victims of human trafficking and why specific group are more
vulnerable than others( children, migrants, adults, marginalized groups (street
children), Roma, sexual workers)

Target group: Youth workers, teachers, students, professionals, NGO’s and anyone who might
get in touch with (possible) victims of trafficking and vulnerable members of the
society.

Training goals: By the end of the training, participants will:
● Get familiar with the unequal opportunities within the society that

contribute toward increasing the people’s vulnerable to human
trafficking;

● Be able to understand the issues of vulnerability and the magnitude of
the problem of human trafficking;

● Be acquainted with knowledge about the vulnerability of specific target
groups;

Time Training
component

Training elaboration Training
materials/resourc

es

Introduction section

30 min
Introduction

ICEBREAKER
AND

-Introduction to the topic of the
training and the objectives

No materials



Group discussion

AWAY FROM
HOME

INTRODUCTION
EXERCISE

AWAY FROM
HOME

- Getting to know each other

Content section

90 min

Unequal
opportunities in
society

Illustrative Talks

Group discussion

Role playing

Making
conclusions
through evaluation

Exercise 1: Unequal opportunities
in society

Part I (25’) –):

- The trainer enrolls the
participants into the game,
gives them instructions, and
assigns roles

- Each participant should think
and answer a set of questions

Part II (25’): Role play

Part III (25’) - Group discussion:

Immediately after role-playing, all
participants should consider and
answer a set of questions.

Part IV (15’) Making conclusions
and determining vulnerability in
different groups

• Role cards for
each participant
Annex

• List of questions

Break 15-30 min

Content section

60 min
Presentation and
interaction with the
participants
Group discussion

Exercise 2: Who are more
vulnerable to human trafficking
and why?

Part I (25’) :

Power Point Presentation by the
trainer / facilitator which are the
most common factors that
contribute toward vulnerability of
particular groups to human
trafficking and what are the
factors that contribute to
increasing vulnerability

Part II (15’):

Watching YouTube videos
-Visualization on videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=HDSCTJYdO0g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=cpZrUs9_bl8

PPT, projector,
computer with
internet
connection

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDSCTJYdO0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDSCTJYdO0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpZrUs9_bl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpZrUs9_bl8


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=pD0IT6q08bU

Part III (20’) Group discussion

Break 15-30 min

25 min

Individual or group
work

Exercise 3: Vulnerability
Reduction - What we can do

Part I (10’): Trainer asks the
participants to think, to give an
idea how the vulnerability can be
reduced.

Part II (5’): The proposals are
written down and discussed in
detail.

Part III (10’): Group discussion

Lists for all
participants

Pens

Flip Chart,
Markers

Conclusion/Evaluation section

10 min Securing lessons
learned/evaluation
of the training

Closure of the
training

The trainer summarizes the training
workshop and participants leave
the workshop with a feeling of
accomplishment and
self-confidence

Activity 1 Ask the participants to
write down on small pieces of
paper the most important and
relevant information they received
during the training workshop

Activity 2 Ask them what new
knowledge and ideas have
enriched their understanding and
influenced their opinions regarding
human trafficking and vulnerability.

Activity 3 Participants can then
volunteer to share their thoughts

Pieces of paper,
pen

Description of the exercises

Introduction
Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Getting to know each other, creating the context of human trafficking through a
discussion about the dream of living abroad

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pD0IT6q08bU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pD0IT6q08bU


Training
elaboration

1. For the exercise it is necessary for the trainer to first introduce himself to the
group in just a few sentences, who he is, what he wants most and in which
country he would like to live and work temporarily or permanently.
2. Then, it is necessary to ask the participants to also introduce themselves briefly,
as well as in which country they want to spend some time due to study / work /
living / tourism for some time or forever.
After the answers of all participants, the trainer who has previously prepared
statements presents them to the participants, and they should raise their hand
after each statement if they agree with the statement. The trainer records the
answers of the participants with numbers.
Statements of the trainer:
- I have already visited that country at least once.
- I speak the language of the country I want to travel to…..
-I am familiar with the residence status / residence permit in the country I want to
travel to / I know if I need a visa for that country / and I know the legal regulations
for a work permit
- I know what things I should take and where to turn if I want to get married to a
partner from the country and all the documents I need
- I am familiar with the religious traditions of the country and with the cultural
customs.
After receiving the answers, the trainer should discuss with all participants the
results.

Training
materials No materials

Exercise 1 . Unequal opportunities in society29

Duration of
exercise

90 minutes

Aim Participants to learn and understand the unequal opportunities in society and
experiencing what it looks like to be different in society and what makes people
vulnerable to being trafficked.

Training
elaboration

Instructions:
Part I (25’)
1. Distribute the role cards, without a queue, to each participant one by one.
2. Tell them to keep them to themselves and not show them to anyone else.
3. Invite them to sit down and read their roles for themselves.
4. Help them empathize with their role. In order to help them enter the assigned
role, read some of the following questions:

● What was your childhood like?
● What house did you live in? What did your parents do? What games did

you play as a child?
● What is your daily life like now? What do you do during the day ? Who do

you hang out with ? What is your lifestyle ? How much money do you earn
per month ? What do you do in your free time ? What makes you happy in
life and what scares you?

Part II( 25’) -Role play
5. Ask participants to be completely quiet and line up next to each other.
6. Tell the participants that you will now read questions aloud to them. Every time
they respond to the request with YES, they should take a step forward. Otherwise
they remain on the same line, i.e. they do not move.

29 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LZG0FVfvNmxIZOOtcGcNUdz9xNKa9f8G/view



7. Read the questions aloud one by one. Take a break from each question and
allow participants to see what their position is in relation to others.
8. Finally, invite everyone to look at their final positions. Give them a few minutes to
get out of the role before returning to the group.
Part III-(25’)
Group discussion
• How did you feel when you saw the steps forward and how did those

participants feel who stayed in their seats?
● For those who took a step forward when they noticed that the rest of the

group was not moving as fast as them?
● Is this exercise in any way a mirror of our society? How?
● Can you guess which of the persons are vulnerable to human trafficking?
● Can you guess who has what role?
● Discovering the roles.

Part IV- (15’) Making conclusions and determining vulnerability in different groups

Training
materials

• Role cards for each participant

• List of questions

Role Cards
The roles of the participants are given as examples in the maps. Regarding them, depending on the
situation, you can change the roles, add or write new ones.



LIST OF QUESTIONS
• You have never experienced serious financial difficulties.
• You have a decent place to live.
• You have your own computer and you use the Internet.
• You know who to ask for advice or help if necessary.
• You have never experienced being embarrassed because of your origin or financial situation.
• You can afford a holiday at least once a year.
• You can invite your friend’s to your home.
• You have an interesting life and positive attitude towards the future.
• You have almost everything your peers have and you do not lack anything.
• You can always rely on your parents.
• Your family lives in harmony.
• You can fall in love with whoever you want to.
• Your family encourages you to make your own decisions independently.
• You can go to university and choose the profession you want.
• You can afford new clothes at least once every three months.

Exercise 2. Who is vulnerable?
Duration of
exercise

60 minutes

Aim Participants to learn and understand who are more vulnerable to being trafficked
and why



• will understand and be able to explain the vulnerability and vulnerability of the
child as a susceptibility to human trafficking and as an abuse of the vulnerability

• be able to identify situations that may affect the susceptibility of trafficked persons

• will be able to understand and recognize how a child can look at a given situation
(what he / she thinks about it)

• will be able to recognize the ways of recruiting

Training
elaboration

Part I (25’) :

Presentation of PPT by the trainer / facilitator why people are most vulnerable to
human trafficking and what are the factors that contribute to increasing vulnerability

The presentation will focus on Vulnerability - which contributes to the child
becoming a victim of human trafficking

Part II (15’):

Watching YouTube videos -Visualization on videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDSCTJYdO0g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpZrUs9_bl8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pD0IT6q08bU

Part III (20’) Group discussion
Training
materials

Laptop, projector, YouTube videos

Exercise 3: Vulnerability Reduction - What we can do
Duration of
exercise

25 minutes

Aim Participants to learn and understand what they can do to protect themselves and
their friends from human trafficking.

Training
elaboration

Exercise 3: Vulnerability Reduction - What we can do

Part I (10’): Trainer asks the participants to think, to give an idea how the
vulnerability can be reduced. Participants are given space to think, asking
questions to stimulate. This exercise can be individual or group at the request of
the participants.

Part II (5’): The proposals are written down and discussed in detail.

Part III (10’): - Group discussion -The ideas are read and the best ideas are voted
on together. Finally, the measures to be taken to protect against human trafficking
are emphasized.

Training
materials

Lists for all participants, Pens, Flip Chart, Markers

Conclusion and Evaluation
Duration of

exercise
10 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDSCTJYdO0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpZrUs9_bl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pD0IT6q08bU


Aim Conclusion and evaluation

Elaboration
of exercise

The trainer summarizes the training workshop and participants leave the workshop
with a feeling of accomplishment and self-confidence

Activity 1 Ask the participants to write down on small pieces of paper the most
important and relevant information they received during the training workshop

Activity 2 Ask them what new knowledge and ideas have enriched their
understanding/influenced their opinions regarding human trafficking and
vulnerability.

Activity 3 Participants can then volunteer to share their thoughts

Training
materials

Pieces of paper, pen

SECTION 2: PROTECTION of victims and their rights

2.1 Training programme - The rights of the victims and according to
the international and national framework
Training programme

TOPIC: The rights of the victims and international framework –what are the rights of the
victims according to the international and national framework (council of Europe
convention, the directives, Palermo protocol…; signed international documents,
criminal code, national protection system)

Target
group:

Youth workers from local NGOs and public support services that might get in touch
with (possible) victims of trafficking among newly arrived refugees and migrants.

Training
goals:

By the end of the training, participants will know:

✔ What are the rights of the victims according to the national and international
laws

✔ That some countries lack specific provisions aimed at protecting and
supporting victims of trafficking

✔ That oftentimes, dispositions are not in line with the victims’ needs

And they will be able to (with help of the roadmap):

✔ Recognise victims’ basic needs as well as the hardships faced by trafficked
persons

✔ Recognise the existing gaps between the victims’ needs and the national
provisions

✔ Follow and apply the norms/rules according to the national and/or
international framework

Tim
e

Training
component

Training elaboration Training materials/resources



Introduction section

30
min

Introduction +

Group discussion

- Explain the goals for today’s
training

- Explain the time schedule

-  Short introduction of trainer

- Group Discussion:
Each group has to think of and
write down on a flipchart a series
of ideas and remarks concerning
victims’ difficulties and needs.

Flipchart sheet 1: Training goals

Flipchart sheet 2: Training
programme

Markers and flipcharts for the
exercise to be carried out in
small groups

100
min

Brainstorming/
Illustrative
Talks/Group
discussion

Legislation on
Human
trafficking:
International,
Regional and
National
framework

Exercise 1: Legislation on Human
trafficking: International, Regional
and National framework

Part I (40’) - Small group
discussion):

- The facilitator divides the
participants into three groups,
each one of them has max. 4
papers concerning the most
relevant national and
international laws about HT
and victims’ protection.

- Each group has to reflect on
and answer a series of
questions.

Part II (20’):

PPT presentation delivered by
the trainer/facilitators about the
progress and last updates
concerning the fight against
trafficking and the support
strategies at national level

Part III (20’) - Group discussion:

Right after the presentation, all
the participants should reflect and
answer a series of questions.

12 white papers, flipchart

Flipchart sheet 1

Write down all the answers,
ideas and thoughts emerged
from the discussion

PPT, projector, computer with
internet connection

Flipchart sheet 2: answers to the
questions submitted to the
participants

Break 15-30 min

Content section

30
min

Debate Exercise 2. Mismatches and law
gaps, flaws in the implementation
of national laws

Markers, papers, flipcharts



In light of the previous
exercises, the facilitator
encourages all the
participants to share their
own experiences, difficulties
and practices when working
with vulnerable people.
During these sessions,
special attention should be
given to the existing gaps
between the victims’ needs
and the national provisions
aimed at
protecting/supporting
trafficked persons.
Participants should explain
how they overcome such
gaps/obstacles and share
successful strategies or
measures adopted in their
own country to cope with
these issues.

Conclusion/Evaluation section

30
min

Self-reflection
activity

Closure of the
training

Self-reflection activity: everyone
has stickers and has to write on
them. Participants should recall
from their memory what they
have learned during the training
session

Flipchart sheet 1: self-reflection
activity

Description of the exercises

Introduction
Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Sharing ideas on victims’ basic needs and hardships faced by trafficked persons

Training
elaboration

Group Discussion:
After a short introduction of the training programme, the facilitator divides
participants into small groups (max. 4).
Each group has to think of and write down on a flipchart a series of ideas and
remarks concerning victims’ difficulties and needs.
(e.g. security risks, legal and psychological protection, job opportunities, lack of
decent working conditions, social marginalization, gender barriers).
The facilitator encourages all the participants to share their thoughts and analyse
the observations pointed out during the group discussion.

Debriefing: the facilitator in another flipchart draws 3 circles: WHAT is to be done
WHO can help, HOW it is to be done. Each participant should fill in the circles.



Training
materials

Markers, flipcharts

Exercise 1: Legislation on Human trafficking: International, Regional and National framework
Duration of
exercise

100 minutes

Aim Participants will gain knowledge about the legislative framework on human
trafficking and victim’s protection/assistance:
UN Convention against Transnational crime
Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings
Directive 2011/36/EU 
Directive 2004/81/CE
Criminal Law
National provisions against trafficking (i.e. Testo Unico Immigrazione, Italy)
National actors responsible for assisting and protecting trafficked persons
according to the local legislation.
Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29), ratified with Law No. 274 of 29 January
1934;
Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111), ratified
with Law No. 405 of 6 February 1963;
Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97), ratified with the
law No. 1305 of 2 August 1952 62;
Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (No. 143), ratified
with Law No. 158 of 10 April 1981 63;

Training
elaboration

Part I (40’ small group discussion):
The facilitator divides the participants into three groups, each one of them has
max. 4 papers concerning the most relevant national and international laws about
HT and victims’ protection.
Each group has to reflect on:
- differences between European and national legislations: the facilitator explains
that European Directives should all be transferred within the national system. Is
this rule being respected by all countries?
- Within the country, is the law applied or are there some reasons within the
countries that prevent the law from being enforced?
- Focus on the local/national provisions on THB. Is the national response to human
trafficking effective in terms of protection and inclusion of trafficked persons?

Afterwards, each group leader shares the main outcomes emerged within his/her
own group with all the participants. In the meantime, the facilitator writes down key
words and thoughts reported by each group on a flipchart.

Part II (20’):
PPT presentation delivered by the trainer/facilitators about the progress and latest
updates concerning the fight against trafficking and the support strategies at
national level (e.g. National action plan against trafficking in, and serious
exploitation of, human beings).

Part III (20’) - Group discussion:
Right after the presentation, all the participants should answer the following
questions: Are the new dispositions in line with the victims’ needs? How can the
national legislation be improved?



The facilitator has to take notes and write down on the flipchart key words and
relevant ideas shared by the participants.

Training
materials

12 white papers, flipchart, ppt, projector, computer with internet connection

Exercise 2: Mismatches and law gaps, flaws in the implementation of national laws
Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Mismatches, law gap, reality, how to overcome the gap

Training
elaboration

Debate:
In light of the previous exercises, the facilitator encourages all the participants to
share their own experiences, difficulties and practices when working with
vulnerable people. During these sessions, special attention should be given to the
existing gaps between the victims’ needs and the national provisions aimed at
protecting/supporting trafficked persons. Participants should explain how they
overcome such gaps/obstacles and share successful strategies or measures
adopted in their own country to cope with these issues.

- e.g. in Italy, Article 18 residence permit for “social protection” and the structural
flaws concerning the procedure/requirements to obtain it (judicial or social
path). Oftentimes, the application of the law may be subject and thus left at the
discretion of the authorities.

Training
materials

Markers, papers, flipchart

Conclusion
Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Self-reflection activity

Training
elaboration

Self-reflection activity, everyone has stickers and has to write on them.
Participants should recall from their memory what they have learned during the
training session.
He/she also has to assess the whole training and clearly states if the lessons
learned will actually support/help him/her improving the situation in his/her own
country. Did the training provide you with interesting feedback or ideas to carry
on your fight against human trafficking?
After the reflection, they will stick them on a flipchart.
Discussion afterwards.

Training
materials

Markers, stickers, flipchart

2.2 Training programme – What are the consequences of trafficking
(physical, psychological, social, emotional, community attitude
toward the victims-positive/negative)

Training programme



TOPIC: What are the consequences of trafficking (physical, psychological, social,
emotional, community attitude toward the victims-positive/negative)

Target group: Youth workers from local NGOs and public support services that might get in
touch with (possible) victims of trafficking among newly arrived refugees and
migrants.

Training goals: Eg. The participants will understand the consequences that the victims are
faced with after the process of trafficking and be equipped to react properly
when working with victims.

Exploring:

● The consequences of human trafficking through a victim’s impact
statement

● Understanding the principles of human rights approach for working with
trafficked persons connect victims with the right services- referrals

● Understanding barriers that may impact communications between you
and a potentially trafficked person in order to better tailor/connect
victims with the right services

By the end of this module, participants will:

● Understand how to apply a human rights approach when
working with a potentially trafficked person.

● Understand what the consequences of human trafficking are
and kinds of services a trafficked person is most likely to need.

● Recognize the issues and barriers that may affect service
delivery.

● Know how to find and make referrals to the most appropriate
services.

Time Training
component

Training
elaboration

Training
materials/resources

Introduction section

20 min Ice breaker To practice
observation skills,
which can be
useful in observing
the types of
trauma with clients

None

45 min The consequences
of Human
Trafficking?
(physical,
psychological,
social, emotional,
community attitude
toward the

Exercise 1

Exploring the
consequences of
human trafficking
through a Victim
Impact Statement

Read and reflect

Printouts of the Victim
Impact Statement

Resource sheet with list
of consequences



victims-positive/nega
tive)

Review of the
consequences for
the victim

Break  15 min

Content section

30 min Types of exploitation
(detail explanation of
different forms of
exploitation in the
process of trafficking
and differences: sex,
begging, domestic
work, labour
exploitation in
different sector,
forced criminality,
fertility, marriages

Exercise 2.

The principles of
human rights
approach for
working with
trafficked persons

Understanding the
barriers that may
impact
communications
between you and a
potentially
trafficked person.

Printout of the principles
of human rights
approach

Flipchart sheet, markers
to list the principles

Print out worksheet:
emotions and resulting
Impact

45 min Organizational
environmental scans

Exercise 3.

Connecting victims
with the right
services

When doing
referrals, ensure
the agency or
service provider
has the ability or
capacity to help

Comprehensive listing of
web and print resources
of organizations that play
roles in helping victims of
human trafficking

Print out of questions to
ask when carrying out
referrals

Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section

40 min Reflection and
evaluation activity

Closure of the
training

Take what you
need

Each participant
shares one thing
they learned or
one thing they are
going to do
differently for each
piece of candy.

 A bag of skittles/ M&Ms,
or a roll of toilet paper.

Description of the exercises

Exercise 1. ICEBREAKER EXERCISE



Duration of
exercise

20 minutes  What’s different:

Aim To practice observation skills, which can be useful in observing the types of trauma
with clients

Training
elaboration

Ask everyone to team up with a partner (someone they haven't worked with yet,
who has the same birth month, etc.) Ask them to introduce themselves then stand
back-to-back. Once they are all back-to-back, ask each person to change 5 things
about their appearance (including one which is silly). Once both partners are ready,
have them turn around and try to guess the 5 things that have been changed.

Training
materials

No materials

Exercise 1. The consequences of Human Trafficking? (Physical, psychological, social,
emotional, community attitude toward the victims-positive/negative)

Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Understand what the consequences of human trafficking are and kinds of services
a trafficked person is most likely to need.

Training
elaboration

Participants, read the case study then do the work as ascribed,

Human Trafficking Case: Impact on Eve

Eve was 18 when Imani Nakpangi was arrested. The Victim Impact Statement she
provided to the judge during sentencing describes the emotional effects, physical
injuries and financial consequences of being trafficked for the purpose of sexual
exploitation.

The following are direct quotes taken from Eve’s Victim Impact Statement. This is
Eve’s story in her own words, though her name has been changed to protect her
identity:

“The emotional impact: Constantly looking over my shoulder afraid either Imani or
his friends are going to come after me for putting him in jail. I don’t feel safe at
home. He knows where I live and what my family looks like and where they live.
Hard for me to have relationships with other men because I’m always suspicious
they are trying to take advantage of me like Imani did. I have nightmares about him.
I have low self-esteem. Feel like I’m only good for one thing, sex. I don’t see why
someone, a man, would be interested in me and try to get to know me because I
feel unworthy, dirty, tainted, nothing; basically lost two and a half to three years of
my life being with Imani. I should have completed my high school diploma, instead
I’m 32 credits short, I’m basically in grade nine because Imani wouldn’t let me go to
school, now I’m facing a maximum of two years to try and finish school.
Relationship with my family — because they don’t understand what I went through,
I feel alone in that aspect and if I am not a good person in their eyes then to put
them through tragedy. I feel like the black sheep in the family and they look down
on me and are ashamed of me.

My Story: Feel like Im only good for one thing, sex…I feel unworthy, dirty , tainted,
nothing; basically lost two and a half to three years of my life.- Eve



“Physical injuries: I have panic anxiety attacks. I’m always afraid I have AIDS
because of the fact that I slept with so many men I didn’t know. I feel my heart is
weak from all the drugs, and [I’m] afraid my cocaine use will negatively affect me in
the future. All this has turned me into a hypochondriac. I wake up every day feeling
sick to my stomach. Been so stressed this week I’ve been vomiting. I’m scared I’m
going to go crazy. I frequently go to the doctors to get tested for everything.
Because of him I was put in situations [where] I was beat up, robbed, assaulted by
him and clients, and some of the girls he brought around.

“Financial impact: When I left Imani I left with absolutely nothing, no clothes, and no
personal items. I gave him thousands of dollars and I have nothing to show for it. I
had asked him to buy me braces with the money I earned and never got them. All
the while he drove around in a BMW I bought him, buying himself jewellery,
expensive furniture, nice clothes, pieces of art, a large home in Niagara Falls for
the mother of his child, jewellery; a car for which she crashed a week in for drunk
driving. Paid vacation for her, the mother of his child, and other girls, all of which I
paid for. Now I have to struggle to pay for school, rent and to survive. He’s
promised me a car and a home.”

Reality Check - How does Eve’s Victim Impact Statement help you understand the
complex trauma that a trafficked person experiences?

Individual Work: From the victim’s impact statement, list the consequences of
human trafficking

Group work: How does this help inform services needed by victims? Link this to
the principles of human rights approach

Training
materials

PDF Worksheets

Flipchart sheets and markers

Appendix -Work sheet for Training section 2 chart ques 2 sect 1.
Principles of a Human Rights Approach for Working with Trafficked Persons
Human trafficking is a gross violation of fundamental human rights such as the right to life, liberty, and
security of person, and the right to freedom from slavery and degrading treatment or punishment. A
human rights approach recognizes that human trafficking is a violation of rights and views the
trafficked person as someone in need of protection and services rather than as a criminal.

The following principles will help you apply a human rights approach when making referrals and
providing services to trafficked persons:

● Be Safe — Ensure privacy and confidentiality and offer trafficked persons safe options for exiting
their situation and accessing services.

● Do No Harm — Treat each interaction with a trafficked person with extreme care. Do not
undertake actions that could make the person’s situation worse.

● Give Back Control and Obtain Consent — Provide care and support to assist trafficked persons
to regain control of their lives, promoting their ability to make informed decisions for themselves.

● Consider the Whole Person — Treat trafficked persons with dignity and respect.
● Provide Culturally Competent Services — Consider the role of cultural differences in your work

with trafficked persons.
● Be Patient — Recognize that healing and recovery is a long process and that trafficked persons

benefit from patience and a continuum of support.



● Offer Options to Seek Justice — If trafficked persons wish to work with police, provide
information and options to do so.

Exercise 2. The principles of human rights approach for working with trafficked persons

Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim ● Understanding the barriers that may impact communications between you
and a potentially trafficked person.

● Understand how to apply a human rights approach when working with a
potentially trafficked person.

Training
elaboration

Participants work in groups to explore the barriers that may impact communications
with victims and explore how the seven principles of human rights approach can
remove these barriers. Give examples- Appendix

A trafficked person may exhibit behaviours that are confusing or inconsistent

Create a chart that sets out a range of emotions that can be exhibited by a person
who has been trafficked and the resulting impact the emotion may have on their
behaviour or communication style (at least 5 emotions) and the corresponding
impacts0)

Emotion Impact

● Principles of human rights approach

● Which principle would you use for each impact in exercise A

-

Training
materials

Worksheet with emotions chart

Flipchart sheets and markers for group feedback

Appendix -Work sheet for Training section 2 chart ques 2 sect 2.

ACT MEANS PURPOSE
The trafficker must commit
one or more of the following
acts:

● recruit
● transport
● transfer
● harbour
● receive
● give/receive benefit

control

Using one or more of the
following means:

● violence
● threat of violence
● coercion
● abduction
● fraud
● deception
● abuse of power or

position of vulnerability

For the purpose of
exploitation in one or more
of the following forms:

● sexual exploitation
● forced labour
● slavery
● servitude
● organ removal
● forced labour or

services



Three elements of human trafficking

In essence, for human trafficking to occur, a trafficker will:

1. commit at least one act against another person, such as recruiting
2. by using at least one means, such as violence
3. for the purpose of exploiting that other person for financial gain or material benefit

Act + Means + Purpose = Human Trafficking

Appendix - Worksheet for Training section 2- Emotions-Impact chart ques 2 sect 2/3

Emotion Impact

Fear (of or for trafficker, of
police/authorities, of deportation)

● Reluctance to meet people, to be alone, to go
outside

● Anxiety
● Shaking or heart racing
● Difficulty sleeping or concentrating
● Reluctance to accept services for fear of

consequences for self or family

Shame and guilt ● Difficulty making eye contact
● Difficulty expressing thoughts or feelings,

details of events and experiences
● Reluctance to undergo interviews and physical

exams

Lack of trust ● Distrustful or suspicious of service providers'
intentions

● Reluctance to disclose information, or may
provide false information

● Difficulty establishing healthy relationships with
support persons and others

Mistrust of self, low self-esteem ● Difficulty making and trusting own decisions
● Difficulty planning for future
● Blames self for situation

Dependence and subservience ● Reluctance to make decisions
● Desire to please
● Easily influenced
● Difficulty asserting themselves

Exercise 3. Connecting victims with the right services

When doing referrals, ensure the agency or service provider has the ability or capacity to help



Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Connecting victims with the right services, agency scans

Training
elaboration

Participants work in groups to develop questions, resource sheets to ensure that
agencies or service providers have the ability or capacity to help.

Based on the information from the emotions charts created in ex 2, tailor your
approach to providing services to a trafficked person, to provide sensitive and
appropriate care. Apply these to your own organization and the services you offer.

Training
materials

Worksheet with emotions chart

Worksheet with service questions

Flipchart sheets and markers for group feedback

Appendix for Training section 2- Worksheet with service questions chart ques 2 sect 3

COMMUNITIES TAKING ACTION: A TOOLKIT TO ADDRESS HUMAN TRAFFICKING
REFLECTING
1. What group activity could be initiated within your community to raise awareness about human
trafficking and exploitation? Get Creative!
2. What existing initiatives and activities could you join and contribute your time and efforts to?
3. Are there ways to help bridge diverse groups in your communities, for example, Aboriginal
communities, culturally ethnic minorities, LGBTQ community, youth, and/or experiential youth, to raise
awareness about human trafficking and exploitation?
4. Are survivors of human trafficking from diverse groups included and supported to be leaders on this
issue in your community?
GROUP ACTIVITIES
WHY: It is important to collaborate, pool skills and talents, and work with like-minded people in groups
and communities to raise awareness and bring about positive change.
HOW: Here are some suggestions for activities that can be carried out by any group of committed
individuals, including youth, the general public, and professionals.
What might help you and your community get informed? Check out the following suggestions and
resources:
1. Complete an Online Training, as a group.
• The human trafficking indicators, case studies, and quizzes can be reviewed together as a group
and used as the basis for a discussion about human trafficking. Activity Sheets are also available for
your use.

2. Review a simple PowerPoint on human trafficking (create an educational power point relevant
to your needs)
• Deliver this PowerPoint presentation to a group, such as a church group, school group, study group
or a group of work colleagues. Anyone who has completed an online training course on human
trafficking could deliver this PowerPoint to others in the community who wish to take action. The
presentation can be followed by a discussion of key learning points.

3. Organize a Poster Campaign
• Choose an existing poster, or design a new one on human trafficking. Make a list and a map of
places where posters could go in your community. You can order the posters online.

4. Hold a Movie/ Video Night • Choose a movie(s)/ video(s) on human trafficking and exploitation
awareness and invite community members to watch these together and discuss.



5. Organize a Reading and Discussion or Activity Group
• Choose a reading focused on human trafficking issues, and ask all the group members to highlight
and discuss important points they have learned. There are book suggestions listed in the Resources
area of this Toolkit.

6.Conduct a Story-Telling Circle
• Hold a circle with members of the community to explore issues of concern through stories. Care
should be taken to make the space respectful and confidential. Include supporting people in the
discussions, as they may trigger emotional responses in some people.

7. Fundraise
• Gather a group of interested and committed people together to organize a fundraiser to raise money
for an anti-trafficking organization in your area or community.

8. Engage with Social Media
• Social media can promote discussion, collaboration, sharing of information, news, and related
videos and photos.
• Create an online community forum space on Facebook for community members to discuss new
ways to build awareness and share activities to address this issue

9. Start a school club dedicated to taking action to combat human trafficking
• Schools, colleges, and universities in your community can also take group action. Students can start
school clubs to raise awareness about the issues of human trafficking and exploitation within the
community. Educators can include human trafficking in their lessons, host a symposium about the
issue, or actively research and publish articles.

2.3 Training programme -What are the needs of the victims and
what services should be offered.
Training programme

TOPIC: What are the needs of the victims and what services should be offered? Offered
services in emergency, right after exiting the trafficking chain and what after it
(crises intervention, mid- term support and long term reintegration)

Target group: Professionals working with the victims including Social workers, police officers,
NGO representatives etc.

Training goals: ✔ The goals for the training on What are the needs of the victims and
what services should be offered could be defined as follows:

✔ To be understood the needs of the victims,

✔ to be developed empathy toward victims,

✔ to be learnt available services,

✔ To be created an initial plan for assistance and in the later stage to be
created a long-term reintegration plan.

Time Training
component

Training
elaboration

Training
materials/resources

Introduction section



20 min Introduction Start with a short
case

-Explain the goals
for today’s training

-Explain the time
schedule

-Short introduction
of trainer

-Short exercise for
getting acquainted

Flipchart

15-20 min Participatory
discussion

Explain the feeling
comfortable and at
ease and are ready
to commence the
facilitation session

Exercise 1.
ICEBREAKER
EXERCISE

Material required: Flip
chart, marker pen

Break  15-30 min

Content section

30 min Explain the present
the problems of the
society more widely,
not only to the victim
of human trafficking.

Exercise 2.
Society in their
own way

A4 papers with different
roles of: Victim of
Human Trafficking,
Mother of the Victim,
Police Officer, Social
Worker, NGO, Doctor,
Journalist

15 min Explain available
services for victims
of human trafficking

/ PPT Presentation,
computer with internet
connection

15 -20 min Individual exercise
and group sharing

Explain initial plan
for assistance and in
the later stage to be
created long term
reintegration plan

EXERCISE 3. Tree
of Success

Material required : Flip
Charts, piece of papers,
marker pens, picture of
success tree drawn on
flip chart, glue or scotch
tape

Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section



30 min Securing lessons
learned/evaluation of
the training

Closure of the
training

Evaluation

To evaluate the
training, the trainer
delivered a
checklist.

The training ends
with the certification
ceremony

Evaluation checklist

Description of the exercises

Exercise 1. ICEBREAKER EXERCISE

Duration of
exercise

15-20 minutes

Aim Expected outcome : Participants are feeling comfortable and at ease and are ready
to commence the facilitation session

Training
elaboration

Activity

1. Facilitator displays a chart with numbers 1 to 10 and gives the participants the
following instructions:

• Consider how much you know about the problem of trafficking in persons and the
laws that address trafficking.

• Rate your knowledge level about trafficking in persons on a scale from 1 to 10
where 1 means there is scant or rudimentary knowledge and 10 means you know
everything there is to know about trafficking in persons.

2. Ask the participants to judge where they are on the scale and place a check
under the appropriate number on the flipchart.

3. Lead a discussion using the following questions to guide the group:

• What does the scale indicate about this group’s awareness of the issue of
trafficking in persons?

• How much exposure have you had to information about trafficking in persons in
the last year (through mass media or otherwise)? Have you been engaged in
discussions about the issue before today’s session?

• What impact has this information or discussions had on you?

Note to the facilitator

Please ensure that this is done as a participatory introspection and not as a
judgmental evaluation because that might result in participants closing up rather
than opening up on the issue. You will therefore need to be very careful with your
choice of words.

Training
materials

Material required : Flip chart, marker pen

Methodology : Participatory discussion



Exercise 2. Society in their own way

Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim The purpose of the exercise is to develop empathy in the participants, to perceive
someone else's problem (difficult situation) from their own angle. At the same time,
through this exercise, the players are enabled to present the problems of the
society more widely, not only to the victim of human trafficking.

Training
elaboration

7 volunteers are selected who choose an envelope with different roles of: Victim of
Human Trafficking, Mother of the Victim, Police Officer, Social Worker, NGO,
Doctor, Journalist. Everyone with the received role has 5 minutes to prepare for the
role.

For the victim of human trafficking:

You are a victim of human trafficking, but somehow you managed to escape from
that situation. You were trapped for 6 months and lived in poor conditions. You were
abused, beaten, locked up. You were constantly threatened that if you ran away,
your parents would be killed. You are exhausted because you were given little to
eat, you were constantly in a cold room, and at the same time you had to serve 5
customers a day. You have a mobile phone with you and you need to whom you will
call first or which institution you will turn to for help.

For the other roles:

You are ....... You are a victim of human trafficking who has just escaped the
situation. How will you address her, what will you ask her, and what will you offer
her?

This exercise enables creative expression, creating different situations, in which the
participants interpret society in their own way through the given roles.

The audience observes the participants during the exercise, and after it is over,
they should give their opinion on how realistic the roles were.

The coach can encourage the audience with the following questions:

✔ Is the journalist so soft in reality or does he ask awkward questions
because he is running after a sensation?

✔ Is the cop really that good?

✔ Is the social worker always compassionate, overwhelmed with documents,
does he not even think that another social case has come to him?

✔ Does the doctor always have the time and patience to be so gentle with the
victim?

Training
materials

Prepared Cases

EXERCISE 3. Tree of Success

Duration of
exercise

15 minutes



Aim Planting a tree of success figuratively would help participants in their resolve to
renew their efforts in combating HT

Training
elaboration

Facilitating Skills

Activity

1. Tell the participants that during the training workshop, an attempt has been made
to build a strategy for addressing the problem of trafficking in the country.

2. So now all of them should “plant a tree” of success by writing their wishes on the
pieces of paper.

3. Ask the participants what they would like to wish each other to achieve success
in working on the prevention of trafficking.

4. Allow participants 7-9 minutes to write their answers on small pieces of paper.

5. Participants then post their answers on the drawing of the “success tree” and the
facilitator reads the answers out loud.

Note to the facilitator

The “Success tree” should be drawn in advance on a flipchart. Small pieces should
be cut out of coloured paper in the shape of leaves/flowers/fruits. To attach these
“leaves/flowers/fruits” to the “tree” provide participants with glue or scotch tape.

Thank all the participants for their cooperation and participation in the training
workshop, wish them success in their work in combating human trafficking and ask
them to fill out the training evaluation form.

Training
materials

Material required : Flip Charts, piece of papers, marker pens, picture of success
tree drawn on flip chart, glue or scotch tape

Methodology : Individual exercise and group sharing

2.4 Training programme-Who can support and help victims and
how?

Training programme

TOPIC: WHO CAN SUPPORT AND HELP VICTIMS AND HOW? (Different role of the
stakeholders in the protection system- NGO; Police; Community; Youth; Social Worker;
Health care workers; schools- cooperation among the stakeholders and the way of
referral)

Target
group:

Youth workers from local NGOs and public support services that might get in touch with
(possible) victims of trafficking among newly arrived refugees and migrants.

Trainin
g
goals:

By the end of the training, participants will know:

✔ What are the support services and how to get in contact with local actors
responsible for assisting (potential) victims of trafficking

✔ How to provide support to victims of trafficking, ensuring respect for human rights

✔ That depending on the participant’s professional background and role different
services might be offered



And they will be able to (with help of the roadmap):

✔ Get in contact with specialised support services

✔ Understand the full array of services that victims may need and take appropriate
action

✔ Provide support to victims of trafficking

Time Training
component

Training elaboration Training materials/resources

Introduction section

20 min -Explain the goals for today’s training

-Explain the time schedule

-Short introduction of trainer and
participants

Flipchart sheet 1: Training
goals

Flipchart sheet 2: Training
programme

95 min Warming up
exercise/
Brainstormin
g/ Illustrative
Talks

Exercise 1. Identify which are the
support services and the local actors
responsible for providing support to
victims.

Part I (15’):

According to your experience, which are
the local/national bodies in charge of
supporting victims of trafficking?

Part II (30’):

After that, show a short ppt to the
participants concerning the main
national/local actors along with their
contacts, specific roles, actions and field
of intervention. Encourage all the
participants to intervene, discuss and
share their opinion, personal experience
or even remarks related to the materials
delivered during the presentation.

Part III (20’):

Small groups discussions: each group
should list the most common
challenges, shortcomings or systematic
deficiencies concerning service
provision and victims’ protection at
national level.

Part IV (30’):

Based on the findings and thoughts
emerged over the previous exercise,
discuss in plenary the main difficulties
identified. All the groups should provide
concrete solutions and suggestions to
overcome the barriers and obstacles

Coloured notes to be sticked
to a blank white wall poster

For further information,
participants may read the
following Manual:
https://publications.iom.int/syst
em/files/pdf/guidelinesforassist
ingvictims_en_a5.pdf, pp.
27-37

Flipchart sheet:

Write down all the aspects
identified by the participants

https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/guidelinesforassistingvictims_en_a5.pdf
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/guidelinesforassistingvictims_en_a5.pdf
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/guidelinesforassistingvictims_en_a5.pdf


hindering service provision and the
protection of victims.

Flipchart sheet to take notes

Break 15-30 min

Content section

110
min

Providing
assistance
without
jeopardising
victims’
human
rights

Exercise 2. How to provide assistance
to a victim of trafficking without
discrimination and thus, respecting
human rights?

Part I (30’):

Presentation on victim’s fundamental
rights and principles to be adopted in
order to provide appropriate assistance
and protection.

Part II (30’): Split the class in groups of
3/4 people and ask participants to
identify the national/local entity to be
informed and the assistance that the
victim may need.

Each group should draw a flow chart
illustrating the actors involved and the
services to be provided, as well as the
procedures to be followed in order to
respect human rights.

Part III (30’):

Then, the representative of each group
will read and comment in plenary the
stories/cases and the way you decided
to cope with the trafficking situation.

Part IV (20’):

Interactive talks

While participants are debating, the
facilitator writes on a flipchart the most
relevant guiding principles for assisting
trafficked persons. Once the third part of
the training session is over, the
facilitator reads and comments the list of
principles together with the participants.

Flipchart sheet

PPT
presentation+PC+projector

Recommendations and further
information may be found
here:
https://www.unodc.org/docum
ents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-f
iles/08-58296_tool_8-3.pdf ;
https://publications.iom.int/syst
em/files/pdf/guidelinesforassist
ingvictims_en_a5.pdf, pp.
27-37.

https://rm.coe.int/assistance-vi
ctims-thematic-chapter-8th-ge
neral-report-en/16809ce2e9

UN Women Trafficked: Three
survivors of human trafficking
share their stories

https://www.unwomen.org/en/
news/stories/2019/7/compilati
on-trafficking-survivors-share-
stories

https://www.trafficking-respons
e.org/wp-content/uploads/201
9/03/The-identification-of-victi
ms-of-human-trafficking-in-tran
sit-and-destination-countries-i
n-Europe_English.pdf p. 64-65
Case studies

60 min Exercise 3. How to foster multi-lateral
cooperation between national/local

https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/08-58296_tool_8-3.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/08-58296_tool_8-3.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/08-58296_tool_8-3.pdf
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/guidelinesforassistingvictims_en_a5.pdf
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/guidelinesforassistingvictims_en_a5.pdf
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/guidelinesforassistingvictims_en_a5.pdf
https://rm.coe.int/assistance-victims-thematic-chapter-8th-general-report-en/16809ce2e9
https://rm.coe.int/assistance-victims-thematic-chapter-8th-general-report-en/16809ce2e9
https://rm.coe.int/assistance-victims-thematic-chapter-8th-general-report-en/16809ce2e9
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf


actors involved in the fight against
human trafficking, with a special
focus on those providing direct
support to victims (NGOs, shelters,
public bodies, Law enforcement
agencies etc.)

Part I (30’):

Small group discussion: According to
the national context and local
provisions, each group should set a list
of proposals aimed at facilitating
cooperation and information exchange
between relevant stakeholders.

Part II (30’):

In plenary, the representative of each
group will share the
solutions/suggestions identified within
his/her own group. The facilitator will
take note of the most important and
innovative ideas.

Flipchart sheet

Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section

30 min Securing
lessons
learned/

Debate

Closure of
the training

Participants discuss and share what
they have learned during the session.
Specifically, they have to write some
information on the stickers depending
on their colour and stick them on the
whiteboard (each colour refers to a
different topic addressed during the
training sessions).

Markers, coloured sticky notes

Introduction
Duration of
exercise

20 minutes

Aim Introduction of the training programme and presentation of participants

Training
elaboration

Explain the goals for today’s training

-Explain the time schedule

-Short introduction of trainer and participants

The facilitator introduces the training programme to the participants, illustrating
the main aspects of the training sessions on a flipchart.
After that, the facilitator starts an introduction round in order to get to know each
other. The facilitator writes the introduction questions on a flipchart and then asks
participants to refer to them when introducing themselves. Such questions should
be focused on: participants’ name/surname, their role, previous experience,
expectations.

Training
materials

marker, flipchart



Exercise 1: Identify which are the support services and the local actors
responsible for providing support to victims.
Duration of
exercise

95 minutes

Aim Participants will gain knowledge about the main actors responsible for providing
support to victims of trafficking

Training
elaboration

Part I (15’):

According to your experience, which are the local/national bodies in charge of
supporting victims of trafficking?

Part II (30’):

After that, show a short ppt to the participants concerning the main national/local
actors along with their contacts, specific roles, actions and field of intervention.
Encourage all the participants to intervene, discuss and share their opinion,
personal experience or even remarks related to the materials delivered during the
presentation.

Part III (20’):

Small groups discussions: list the most common challenges, shortcomings or
systematic deficiencies concerning service provision and victims’ protection at
national level.

Part IV (30’):

Based on the findings and thoughts emerged over the previous exercise, discuss
in plenary the main difficulties identified. All the groups should provide concrete
solutions and suggestions to overcome the barriers and obstacles hindering
service provision and the protection of victims.

Training
materials

PPT, projector, computer with internet connection, coloured sticky notes, wall
poster.
Use Jamboard and Padlet for online training sessions.

Exercise 2: How to provide assistance to a victim of trafficking without
discrimination and thus, respecting human rights?
Duration of
exercise

110 minutes

Aim Participants will improve their skills and understand the best approaches to provide
assistance to a victim/survivor of trafficking

Training
elaboration

Part I (30’):

The facilitator delivers a presentation on victim’s fundamental rights and principles
to be adopted in order to provide appropriate assistance and protection.

Part II (30’): The facilitator splits the class in groups of 3/4 people and asks
participants to identify the competent national/local entities/authorities and the
assistance that the victim may need.

Refer to the following cases:
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-
share-stories.
** Case studies, p. 64-65 ,
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification

https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/7/compilation-trafficking-survivors-share-stories
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf


-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_Engl
ish.pdf.

Each group should draw a flow chart illustrating the actors involved and the
services to be provided, as well as the procedures to be followed in order to
guarantee full respect for human rights.

Part III (30’):
Then, read and comment in plenary the stories/cases and the way you decided to
cope with the trafficking situation.

Part IV (20’):
Interactive talks
While participants are debating, the facilitator writes on a flipchart the most
relevant guiding principles for assisting trafficked persons. Once the third part of
the training session is over, the facilitator reads and comments the list of principles
together with the participants.

Training
materials

Flipchart, papers, markers, printed materials (case studies and survivors’ stories)

PPT presentation +PC +projector

Recommendations and further information may be found here:
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/08-58296_tool_8-
3.pdf ;
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/guidelinesforassistingvictims_en_a5.pdf
, pp. 27-37.

https://rm.coe.int/assistance-victims-thematic-chapter-8th-general-report-en/16809
ce2e9

Exercise 3: How to foster multilateral cooperation between national/local
actors?
Duration of
exercise

60 minutes

Aim Foster multi-lateral cooperation between national/local actors involved in the fight
against human trafficking, with a special focus on those providing direct support to
victims (NGOs, shelters, public bodies, Law enforcement agencies etc.)

Training
elaboration

Part I (30’):

The facilitator divides the class in small groups, according to the number of
participants.

In accordance with the national context and local provisions, each group should
set a list of proposals aimed at facilitating cooperation and information exchange
between relevant stakeholders. As a matter of fact, early intervention as well as
collaboration between national agencies and third sector organisations is crucial
to ensure victims’ protection and assistance.

Part II (30’):

In plenary, the representative of each group will share the solutions/suggestions
identified within his/her own group. The facilitator will take note of the most
important and innovative ideas.

Training
materials

Projector, PPT, case studies and stories (see sources in exercise 2)

https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.trafficking-response.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-identification-of-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-transit-and-destination-countries-in-Europe_English.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/08-58296_tool_8-3.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/08-58296_tool_8-3.pdf
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/guidelinesforassistingvictims_en_a5.pdf
https://rm.coe.int/assistance-victims-thematic-chapter-8th-general-report-en/16809ce2e9
https://rm.coe.int/assistance-victims-thematic-chapter-8th-general-report-en/16809ce2e9


Conclusion (wrap up-activity)
Duration of
exercise

20 minutes

Aim Participants discuss and share what they have learned during the previous
sessions

Training
elaboration

Participants have to write some information on the stickers depending on their
colour and stick them on the whiteboard. Facilitator writes on the whiteboard the
instructions for each color.
Yellow: Who are the main actors
Orange: Who can intervene and when, according to the national laws
Red: guiding principles for assisting trafficked persons
When all participants have finished, the facilitator hangs all the post-its on the
FlipChart. Discussion and conclusions.

Training
materials

Markers, coloured sticky notes.
Jamboard (online sessions)

SECTION 3: PREVENTION OF HUMAN
TRAFFICKING
3.1 Training programme- Risky and safety attitude (different ways of
recruitment and how to increase the safety and decreases the risk – focused on the children/ youth
according to their age, risky situation)

Training programme

TOPIC: Risky and safety attitude ( different ways of recruitment and how to increase
the saftiness and decreases the risk – focused on the children/ youth according
to their age, risky situation

Target group: The Risky and safety attitude training targets professionals from (I)GO’s and
NGO’s, youth that might get in touch with (possible) victims of trafficking
focused on the children/ youth according to their age, risky situation

Training goals: The goals for the training on Risky and safety attitude of victims of trafficking
could be defined as follows:

By the end of the training, participants will know:

✔ Who are the recruiters

✔ What are the ways of recruitment

✔ what are the security measures

✔ How to reduce the risk in young people and children

And they will be able to (with help of the roadmap):

✔ Ask specific follow-up questions based on first signals of trafficking
recruitment

✔

Time Training
component

Training
elaboration

Training
materials/resources



Introduction section

20 min -Short introduction
of trainer

-Explain the goals
for today’s training

-Explain the time
schedule

-Short exercise for
getting acquainted

-Clarify: what will
participants have
learned at the end
of the training
(flipchart)?

Flipchart sheet :1

45 min Explain How to
reduce the risk in
young people and
children

Exercise 1. What
the eyes say

Cards - eye pictures and
portraits of people whose
eyes were on the first
cards

Break  15-30 min

Content section

25 min Explain the
recruitment rate and
who can be a
recruiter

Exercise 2. Can I
recognize when I
am at risk?

Printed copies of human
trafficking case

30 min Explain the
trafficking process
and safety measures

Exercise 2
-Defining the
profile of the
victim of
trafficking and
the profile of the
traffickers

PPT Presentation

Papers

Flip chart

Two options for this Content section

1 hour and 15 min or 2
hours

Explain the
trafficking process
and safety measures

Exercise 3 or 4

Watching film
Lily 4 Ever or
Observations

DVD or USB

Discussion after
watching film



Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section

30 min Securing lessons
learned/evaluation of
the training

Closure of the
training

Evaluation

Daily evaluation
form This form can
be distributed at
the end of every
day of the
workshop and
collected, so that
the facilitators can
make adjustments
in the programme
based on feedback
from participants.
Each new day can
begin with a
feedback to the
participants on
their comments
making them feel
that their
perception and
thoughts matter. It
is a powerful tool
to show your
commitment to
their participation.
A slightly modified
and a more
detailed form can
be designed for
the evaluation of
the entire
workshop.

The training ends
with the
certification
ceremony

Date:
____________________
1. Which parts of today’s
programme did you
understand well? 2.
Which parts of today’s
programme did you not
understand well? 3. What
did you like about today’s
training programme? 4.
What did you not like
about today’s training
programme? 5. Which
parts of today’s training
programme will help you
in your work? 97 6.
Which parts of today’s
training programme are
not useful for your work?
7. Other remarks or
suggestions:

Description of the exercises

Exercise 1. What do the eyes say?

Duration of
exercise

45 minutes



Aim To developing students' awareness that the danger of human trafficking threatens
every individual.

To have awareness that anyone can be a trafficker and that it is difficult to assess a
person based only on physical appearance.

Training
elaboration

Introduction: 15 min.

Start the workshop with questions: what qualities do you value in your friends?
(nice dress, they love the same as you, they are attentive and kind to you and
others, they help you ...). Based on what do you choose new friends? Can you
judge whether someone is, based on their appearance, facial expressions, and
eyes good or bad?

Students should be encouraged to express their opinions and experiences.

The teacher asks the question: how do you imagine a trafficker? What does he look
like? What features does he have?

Central part: 25 min.

The activity "What do your eyes say?" Follows. Give each student one card with a
photo of a person's eyes. Students need it to take a good look at the photo and
make a conclusion about what kind of person it is (good / bad, they like / dislike,
they could freely meet and talk with this person, would you give this person your
phone number, tell you something about your life, family ...). Give students some
time to think, and then each student presents their assessment in front of other
students.

After each student presents their assessment, the teacher asks the question: would
any person be said to be a criminal?

Potential questions:

Everyone has the task to look at the picture and answer the questions:

✔ How does this person feel about you?

✔ Do you like it or not?

✔ What kind of person do you think he is?

✔ If this person called you to be her friend on Facebook, would you accept?

✔ Why?

✔ If this person invited you out, would you accept?

After all participants have presented their assessments, the identity of the person is
revealed to each of them individually from the card, by giving them a card with a
picture of the whole face (these are photos of celebrities’ personalities, but among
them are photographs of some criminals).

Final part: 5 min.

The teacher summarizes the activities in class, points out the key conclusions
reached by the students, emphasizing that based on facial expressions, we cannot
recognize whether they are people who deal with human trafficking.

Conclusion: Finally, it is important to emphasize that many young people
inherently can easily get in touch and communicate with people they do not know,
especially through various social networks, because they are open to new
experiences, friendships and the like. But there is also the possibility of coming into
contact with persons from whom they may be deceived, deceived and become



victims of TSL. Young people always think that they are old enough to recognize
malicious people, and that they can protect themselves. This is usually the case,
but not always. But this game shows that it is so and that anyone can make a
mistake in the assessment. Traffickers are often pleasant, considerate,
well-meaning, and friendly. Victims of human trafficking are often manipulated and
drawn in by celebrities they trust and who have previously proven their goodwill,
and that is what makes such people even more dangerous.

Training
materials

Cards - eye pictures and portraits of people whose eyes were on the first cards

You can take pictures of people who are known for: actors, musicians, traffickers,
murderers and more. From the pictures are cut only the eyes that are shared to the
participants to see them and to answer if they would see them or if they would
make contact with them and so on.

As the example shown here.

Exercise 2. Can I recognize when I am at risk?

Duration of
exercise

25 minutes

Aim Тo bring the Trafficking process closer to the Participants

Тo see how traffickers recruit potential victims

Training
elaboration

4 volunteers who will take on the role of two protagonists and two antagonists are
given the tasks previously prepared.

The two protagonists are given the following task:

You are Julie's parents. Stefan's parents have come to visit your home and are
looking for your daughter for a daughter-in-law. You get a very nice offer to happily
and richly marry your daughter.

The two antagonists are given the following task:

You are Stefan's parents and you are a guest at Jule's parents. You want to
propose to Jule and your son. By the way, you are a recruiter and you want to take
Julie as a daughter-in-law in order to take her to Italy where you will let her beg for
you. Think of ways you can persuade a victim to join the trafficking network.

What are Human Trafficking Recruitment Tactics?

As long as trafficking remains profitable, difficult to detect, and hard to punish,
traffickers will create new ways to exploit their victims.



Common methods used to traffic humans include forms of deception like:

✔ Seduction and romance,

✔ False job advertisements,

✔ Lies about educational or travel opportunities,

✔ Abduction,

✔ Sale by family, and

✔ Recruitment through former slaves.

Training
materials

Printed copies of human trafficking case, Role playing

Exercise 3. Defining the profile of the victim of trafficking and the profile of the traffickers

Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim The purpose of the exercise is for the participants to receive objective information
about the victims of human trafficking, to find out who they are, what their family
background is, who their friends are, whether they go to school, etc. It is important
with this exercise that participants become aware of victims of trafficking and learn
that everyone is a potential victim of trafficking. Additionally, learn who the
traffickers are, so that they learn that anyone can be a trafficker and that they learn
to be more careful.

Training
elaboration

Participants are divided into 4 groups, two of which work on identifying the victim's
profile, and the other two on the trafficker’s profile.

Guidelines for thinking about victim profile:

✔ What gender is the victim?

✔ How old is she, is she an adult or not?

✔ What family does he come from?

✔ Are there any problems in the family?

✔ External description, hair colour, eyes, height, weight?

✔ Does he have the ability to make friends easily?

✔ Are there any friends or not at all?

✔ Does he go to school and what kind of student is he?

Guidelines for thinking about trafficker’s profile:

✔ What gender is the trafficker, husband / wife?

✔ What age is he/she?

✔ What kind of person is inherently good / bad?

✔ Is there a family?

✔ What is his social status?

✔ What does it look like physically?



The group responses are written on a flip chart and supplemented by a discussion.
At the end of the exercise, a complete profile of the victim and the trafficker is
made. Conclusion: Anyone can become a victim of human trafficking, and that
behind every human being can hide a human trafficker. Consequently, participants
are advised on what safety measures to know and what to look out for.

Training
materials

Papers, flip chart and PPТ presentation

Exercise 3 and 4. Watching film Lily 4 Ever or Observations

Exercise 3 Film Lily 4 Ever

Duration of
exercise

2 hours

Aim To develop and encourage students' awareness that the danger of human
trafficking exists for everyone from us and that anyone can be involved in human
trafficking, even though he acts like an "ordinary person". Perception the
recruitment process of victims of trafficking and how to protect themselves from
entering the human trafficking chain.

Training
elaboration

Introduction: 2 min.

The teacher introduces the participants to the shorter content of the film "Lily 4
Ever" - it is a feature film a film about a sixteen-year-old girl Ljilja, who is from
Eastern Europe, whose mother is ravelled to America for marriage and left her
daughter with her sister. Lily is very unhappy that the mother had left without her.
Aunt doesn't care about her. Ljilja has no money, she doesn't go to school. The only
one her friend is the boy Vologda from the neighbourhood with whom he spends his
free time. Part of a movie that will to watch talks about her acquaintance with
Andrej, the guy she met one night in discos.

Central part: 40 min.

Watching an insert from the movie "Lily 4 Ever"

After watching the insert, the teacher encourages the students to share their first
impressions of Fr. grown insert. After presenting the first impressions, through a
guided discussion, the analysis follows insert. The analysis should be focused on
the analysis of the character of Andrej (Lilja's boyfriend): how they saw him, what
kind of a man he is, how they see their relationship? Did Ljilja do well to decide to
travel to a foreign country with him? Would they travel the same way? How do you
see the situation that Ljilja won a passport with someone else's name? Is there
cause for concern? How do they see the situation that the guy doesn't travel with
her, she leaves alone? How would they behave in such a situation? Is Ljilja about to
talk to someone? What does Volodya say about her decision? What does he think
of Andrei? Yes, did they notice anything unusual in the insert?

Ask students a question: how do you think the film ends? The students say their
opinion out loud on the sequel to the film.

The teacher informs the students that Ljilja is a victim of human trafficking and that
her "boyfriend" Andrej sold her. In the continuation of the lesson, the teacher, using
the material from the first part of the manual, to the students represents the



recruitment process (who can become a victim in the human trafficking chain and
who can be trader, most common recruitment methods and characteristics). He
then talks about how to protect himself and avoid trafficking in human beings.

Final part: 3 min.

After the watching film:

✔ Students know that victims of trafficking become victims of people they
trust, with whom they are close.

✔ Students know how to recognize the characteristics of recruitment and the
characteristics of the trade process people.

✔ Students know who the most common victims of trafficking are and who the
traffickers are, and what needs to be done before traveling, for personal
safety.

Training
materials

DVD insert from the feature film "Lily 4 Ever"

Exercise 4 Watching film Observation

Duration of
exercise

1 hours and 5 minutes

Aim To develop and encourage students' awareness that the danger of human
trafficking exists for everyone from us and that anyone can be involved in human
trafficking, even though he acts like an "ordinary person". Perception the
recruitment process of victims of trafficking and how to protect themselves from
entering the human trafficking chain. Personal experience of real situations in safe
conditions;

• Understand the complexity of the phenomenon of child trafficking and the
importance of adequate response of all key actors;

• Greater understanding of the risk to children and young people from trafficking in
everyday situations;

• Gaining insights into how children and young people can be protected and who
can participate in it;

• Understand how important it is for children and young people to turn to adults for
help, and especially to whom they can turn to at school.

Training
elaboration

Introduction: 2 min.

The trainer introduces the participants to the shorter content of the film “Observers"
– The movie "Observers" lasts a total of 36 minutes. It is recorded in the form of a
collage, which consists of three different stories of child and youth trafficking, which
bear the names of the main characters.

It is recommended to divide the viewing of the film into three separate time periods,
so that there is enough space for conversation, joint thinking and learning, as well
as processing of the prepared information. Each story is intended to be seen as a
separate entity, so the instructions for working on the film are compiled in that way.

Central part: 40 min.



Watching an insert from the movie "Observations" FIRST STORY: TAMARA

Activity 1 - analysis of Tamara's condition and behavior

After watching the first story, the facilitator conducts a structured conversation with
the students, on the following topics:

• How would you describe Tamara - what are her qualities, how does she behave?

The attitude of the friends towards Tamara and how does their behavior affect her?

• What conditions does Tamara live in and what is the relationship between her
mother and Tamara?

• How does Tamara feel?

• What sets Marko apart from the rest of her environment?

Then, the trainer asks the question: Are there any moments in the film that could
indicate that Tamara in this situation should be more careful in making a decision?

SECOND STORY: PETAR

After watching the second story, the host conducts a structured conversation with
the participants on the following topics:

• How would you describe Peter - what are his characteristics, how does he
behave?

How do you think Peter felt when he found out who he was corresponding with?

• What do you think he was thinking about when he found out who he was
corresponding with?

Why did he not want to confide in anyone when he found out who was hiding
behind the name Tashana?

• What did the man who introduced himself as Tashana do after meeting Peter?

• How did his friends influence his behavior?

• How would you describe the relationship between Peter and his father?

THIRD STORY: KAKJA

After watching the third story, the host conducts a structured conversation with the
participants on the following topics:

• In what family conditions does Kaka live?

• How does the woman who comes and offers work to Kaka during the summer
behave?

• What attracted Kaka to want to go to Vienna?

• For what reasons did her parents accept Kaka to leave?

• When will Kaka suspect that something is wrong?

• What shows that Kaka did well?

Ask students a question: how do you think the film ends? The students say their
opinion out loud on the sequel to the film.

Activity - watching the continuation of the stories and discussion

Final part: 3 min.



It is important for participants to realize that wrong and uninformed decisions about
life can have a negative impact on our lives.

After the watching film:

✔ Students know that victims of trafficking become victims of people they
trust, with whom they are close.

✔ Students know how to recognize the characteristics of recruitment and the
characteristics of the trade process people.

✔ Students know who the most common victims of trafficking are and who the
traffickers are, and what needs to be done before traveling, for personal
safety.

Training
materials

Film "Observation" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hI8UC1ZqVZs



3.2 Training programme -The role of youth workers and how can
contribute toward the fight against human trafficking
Training programme

TOPIC: The role of youth workers and how they can contribute toward the fight against
human trafficking

Target group: Youth workers from local NGOs and public support services that might get in
touch with (possible) victims of trafficking among newly arrived refugees and
migrants.

Training goals: The goals for the training on the role of youth workers and how they can
contribute toward the fight against human trafficking are defined as follows:

By the end of the training, participants will;

● Become aware of the significance of their role in human trafficking
prevention

● Be able to develop a comprehensive community action plan to address
human trafficking at the local level

● Create a tool and resource kit to help them in their fight to end Human
Trafficking

Time Training
component

Training
elaboration

Training
materials/resources

Introduction section

10 min Ice breaker Stare and share No

40 min The role of youth
workers in the fight
against human
trafficking

Exercise 1

From a prevention
perspective

Flip chart, markers



From an
intervention
perspective

Break  15 min

Content section

45 min How youth workers
can contribute
toward the fight
against human
trafficking

Exercise 2

Developing a
community action
plan

Development of
resource and tool
kit

PDF of sample
Community Action Plan

Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section

40 min Reflection and
evaluation activity

Closure of the
training

Take what you
need

Each participant
shares one thing
they learned or
one thing they are
going to do
differently for each
piece of candy.

 A bag of skittles/ M&Ms,
or a roll of toilet paper.

Description of the exercises

Exercise 1. ICEBREAKER EXERCISE

Duration of
exercise

10 minutes

Aim Introduction

Training
elaboration

You have been grouped together in 4 sets of 2. NAME PAIRS. Stand-up facing your
team members.

Next, stare at each other for one minute and take in as much as you can during that
time. After the minute is up, I will tell you what to do next.

Now everyone sits at the table next to your team member. Each of you will be
asked questions about what you observed while staring at your team members.

Example of questions

Does Dawn have freckles or any other markings (moles/scars) that are visible?

Does Dawn wear glasses or contacts? What colour are Mary's eyes?



Describe what Mary is wearing? What was Mary’s body language like

Debrief

● How were your powers of observation?
● How did you feel being observed in this way?
● What did you get from the other person's body language?

How and where can we apply the skill of observation as youth workers in the fight
against human trafficking?

Training
materials

None

Exercise 1. The role of youth workers in the fight against human trafficking from a prevention
perspective and an intervention perspective
Duration of
exercise

60 minutes

Aim Participants know and understand the role of youth  workers in the fight against
human trafficking, from both a prevention and intervention perspective

Training
elaboration

Role from a prevention perspective:
Educate yourself; read and share educational materials.

● Participants are asked to complete a number of online training
quizzes to determine level of knowledge on Human trafficking
issues

● Participants are then asked to develop a resource kit in the
form of train the trainer for new coworkers as well as
educational materials for high school students from what they
have learned on the online workshops

● Report it; what are the reporting protocols in your area?

Group discussion on the topics below, followed by development of fair traders
directory for each city/country

● use your buying power;
● contribute to the elimination of demand for sexual services and

cheap products, buy only fair- trade products and products
made free from exploited labor, consider ways to reduce
demand for services from trafficked persons in your community

● Use them to educate others through presentations to various
groups in your community

Create a pitch for a symposium  to influence lawmakers about funding programs for
those most vulnerable to victimization.

Intervention and expanding networks
Participants are asked to develop a service model of players who think are key in
the fight against human trafficking to illustrate their knowledge of services they think
a trafficking victim may need. ( A list of victims services providers and the telephone
number or email of person of contact in each organizations )

Advocating for infrastructure and funding for intervention and treatment
programs
Participants are asked to develop a database of all possible funding streams be it in
cash or kind



Training
materials

PDF Resources

Flipchart sheets and markers

Exercise 2. Case Studies

Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim How youth workers can contribute toward the fight against human trafficking

Developing a community action plan

Development of resource and tool kit

Training
elaboration

Participants  are asked to;
Develop a community action plan at

1. A local level and 2. International level,  for awareness raising and
prevention efforts,

2. Mobilise the community to address issues of  sexual exploitation of youth,
and human trafficking, and to get the community to work together. The
community action plan should cover, adult mentor, parental and youth
education as well as career exploration and promotion for youth

Develop a database of key resources (an outline)

● Create an online community forum space using Facebook for community
members to discuss new ways to build awareness and share activities to
address this issue.

● Create a group activity which could be initiated within their community to
raise awareness about human trafficking and exploitation? Are there ways
to help bridge diverse groups in your communities, for example, Aboriginal
communities, culturally ethnic minorities, LGBTQ community and youth to
raise awareness about human trafficking and exploitation? 4. Are survivors
of human trafficking from diverse groups included and supported to be
leaders on this issue in your community?

Training
materials

Flipchart sheets and markers

PDF example of community action plan

3.3 Training programme -What can you do to prevent human
trafficking, how can you transfer the knowledge to the others

Training programme

TOPIC: What can you do to prevent human trafficking, how can you transfer the knowledge
to the others.

Target
group:

Youth workers, teachers, students, professionals, NGO’s and anyone who might get in
touch with (possible) victims of trafficking and vulnerable members of the society.



Trainin
g goals:

By the end of the training, participants will;

● Become aware of the significance of their role in human trafficking prevention
● Be able to transfer the acquired knowledge to others
● Aquire the ability to create activities themselves that can help prevent Human

Trafficking and share their knowledge with others
● Ask specific follow-up questions
● Be able to formulate an awareness campaign

Time Training
component

Training elaboration Training
materials/resources

Introduction section

20 min Explain the goals for today’s training
and introduce participants

Flip chart, markers

30min Exercise 1
Warm-up exercise

Trust Me game
See Notes.

Blindfolds
Recommended setting
outdoors with no
dangerous obstacles
around

90 min Exercise 2 Part 1 (20)

In groups, discuss what human
trafficking is. The Trafficking in Persons
Protocol represents an effort to
harmonize global understanding of the
concept of trafficking in persons. Tool
1.1 discusses the definition used in the
Protocol and its complexities, Tool 1.2
clarifies the distinctions between
trafficking in persons and smuggling of
migrants

Part 2 (40)

On the basis of the definition given in
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol, it is
evident that trafficking in persons has
three constituent elements:

Using the AMP Model ( Act, Means,
Purpose) Participants to discuss in
groups each of these elements in detail

Part 3 (30)

Feedback from the groups

Pens and paper

https://www.unodc.org/do
cuments/human-traffickin
g/Toolkit-files/07-89375_E
book[1].pdf

Flip chart/markers

Pens,

In 3 groups -Identify and
discuss what each
element entails and make
posters that depict
aspects of each element

Each group to make their
presentation to the rest of
the group using their
posters

Break  15-30 min

Content section

https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/07-89375_Ebook%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/07-89375_Ebook%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/07-89375_Ebook%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/07-89375_Ebook%5B1%5D.pdf


110 min Raising
awareness

Exercise 3

Part 1 (60 )

Show a short video on “The most
vulnerable groups of human trafficking.
After that, split the participants into 5
groups. Groups to discuss how these
different categories are recruited and
for what purposes~

Group 1: children/teenagers
Group 2: women
Group 3 refugees
Group 4: job seekers
Group 5: Men

Each group comes up with awareness
campaign messages (using
posters/radio/video/social media) they
will present to the public regarding
each category. The campaigns should
also address basic human rights
standards and make victims aware that
trafficking is a crime, that they are
being victimized and that they can seek
the protection of the law.
Campaigns should be formulated in
ways that will be understood by target
groups using materials in appropriate
languages for the target audience.

Part 2 (20) Role of social media

Participants discuss the role of social
media in the recruitment of victims and
how the community can stay alert to
the tactics that traffickers use online.

Par 3 ( 30)

Participatory discussion

Participants discuss how youth can
stay safe online and offline.

Suggestions will be written on stick it
notes and stuck on flip charts

Projector/tv screen

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7CsidEi1-QE

Flipcharts and markers

Write down all the
contributions from
participants

Further supporting
information

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=S1GZKna26yg

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=u-5XFBFq11o

Flipchart/pens

References:

9-ways-to-protect-your-chi
ld-from-online-predators

https://kidshelpline.com.a
u/teens/issues/staying-saf
e-online

https://www.childwelfare.g
ov/pubPDFs/trafficking_ts
_2018.pdf

Stick it notes

Flip charts

Break 15-30 min

Knowledge transfer

min
“

Exercise 4 (Public  awareness raising
campaigns)

Part 1 (60)

mobile phones/video
recorders  to record

Questionnaires/Surveys

Awareness posters

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7CsidEi1-QE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7CsidEi1-QE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1GZKna26yg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1GZKna26yg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-5XFBFq11o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-5XFBFq11o
https://www.understood.org/en/friends-feelings/child-social-situations/online-activities-social-media/9-ways-to-protect-your-child-from-online-predators
https://www.understood.org/en/friends-feelings/child-social-situations/online-activities-social-media/9-ways-to-protect-your-child-from-online-predators
https://kidshelpline.com.au/teens/issues/staying-safe-online
https://kidshelpline.com.au/teens/issues/staying-safe-online
https://kidshelpline.com.au/teens/issues/staying-safe-online
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/trafficking_ts_2018.pdf
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/trafficking_ts_2018.pdf
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/trafficking_ts_2018.pdf


Participants are going to be divided
into groups of five. They are going to
go on awareness raising campaigns in
their  neighborhoods  - community
shopping mall/village square/town
centre/bus terminus/stop where they
will ask random persons they come
across if they know about the
indicators and signs of human
trafficking. They will ask permission to
record the conversations.

Part 2 (40)

Based on their findings/footage,
participants can come back and report
back their findings and also identify
difficulties and challenges they faced
during the campaigns. All groups
should make their presentation.
Facilitator will write on the interactive
board/flip chart the challenges and how
they can be overcome.

References

https://csnews.com/comm
unity-outreach-takes-hum
an-trafficking-awareness-
streets

https://milanoschool.org/w
p-content/uploads/2012/0
8/2006-Spring-IRC-Outre
ach-as-a-Tool-to-Combat-
Human-Trafficking2.pdf

https://aspe.hhs.gov/repor
t/study-hhs-programs-serv
ing-human-trafficking-victi
ms/what-working-commun
ities-across-country-identif
y-victims

Interactive Board/Flip
chart  markers

CONCLUSION

30mins Participants to be split into groups and brainstorm on how
communities can participate in ending human trafficking.
Participants should come up with stakeholders to be
involved and their roles.

Facilitator will write on flipchart and discuss with the
participants on their suggestions.

Pens and notebooks

Flip chart/markers

10mins Reflection and feedback from participants Flip chart/markers

Exercise 1.  Team building Trust game

Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Participants learn how to cooperate as a team, and build relationships built on
mutual trust and care for one another’s well-being.

Training
elaboration

Activity
1. Find a good location, such as an open spot outside. Pair the participants, and

designate one partner in each couple as the navigator (guide) and the other to
be the blindfolded. The guide then slowly spins the blindfolded partner around
so they lose their sense of direction.

2. The guide then proceeds to give the partner verbal clues to guide them, without
ever touching their partner (e.g “About five steps ahead, there is a branch. Step
over it slowly.”) The guide alone is responsible for his/her partner’s safety and
should therefore act as his/her partners’ “eyes, navigating to avoid all obstacles.

3. It is imperative that the guide takes his/her role seriously, as solely s/he is
responsible for his or her partner’s safety and must therefore navigate his/her
partners to avoid all obstacles. Repeat the same game switching partner roles.

https://csnews.com/community-outreach-takes-human-trafficking-awareness-streets
https://csnews.com/community-outreach-takes-human-trafficking-awareness-streets
https://csnews.com/community-outreach-takes-human-trafficking-awareness-streets
https://csnews.com/community-outreach-takes-human-trafficking-awareness-streets
https://milanoschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/2006-Spring-IRC-Outreach-as-a-Tool-to-Combat-Human-Trafficking2.pdf
https://milanoschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/2006-Spring-IRC-Outreach-as-a-Tool-to-Combat-Human-Trafficking2.pdf
https://milanoschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/2006-Spring-IRC-Outreach-as-a-Tool-to-Combat-Human-Trafficking2.pdf
https://milanoschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/2006-Spring-IRC-Outreach-as-a-Tool-to-Combat-Human-Trafficking2.pdf
https://milanoschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/2006-Spring-IRC-Outreach-as-a-Tool-to-Combat-Human-Trafficking2.pdf
https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/study-hhs-programs-serving-human-trafficking-victims/what-working-communities-across-country-identify-victims
https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/study-hhs-programs-serving-human-trafficking-victims/what-working-communities-across-country-identify-victims
https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/study-hhs-programs-serving-human-trafficking-victims/what-working-communities-across-country-identify-victims
https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/study-hhs-programs-serving-human-trafficking-victims/what-working-communities-across-country-identify-victims
https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/study-hhs-programs-serving-human-trafficking-victims/what-working-communities-across-country-identify-victims
https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/study-hhs-programs-serving-human-trafficking-victims/what-working-communities-across-country-identify-victims


4. At the end of the icebreaker, you can ask the participants to reflect upon their
experiences and share with one another how it felt to guide, or be guided.

Expected outcome:
Participants learn how to cooperate as a team, and build relationships built on
mutual trust and care for one another’s well-being. This game can be linked to the
relationship developed in survivor interactions, whereby youth are supposed to
represent support and protection, and ideally, the survivor is able to place their trust
in the youth/youth worker. Another parallel that can be drawn between this
icebreaker and anti-human trafficking is that, upon being blindfolded, the
participants lose their sense of security, orientation, and even confidence. These
feelings of insecurity are common to the trafficked person, albeit on a much deeper
level, since they faced multiple traumas, both physically and psychologically.
Furthermore, the blindfolded person will naturally experience some hesitation in
‘blindly following’ their guide’s directions - on a small scale, this reluctance is
indicative of the strong sense of mistrust and doubt that has become ingrained in
the survivor after a long string of deceptions, betrayals and lies.

Notes to
the
facilitator

Sample Questions
a. How did it feel to be in charge of someone’s safety and well-being?
b. As the guide, did you experience some frustration when your partner

misinterpreted your cues?
c. Did you have any trouble restraining yourself from physically guiding your

partner?
d. As the person being guided, did you have any difficulty in trusting your partner

while blindfolded? Why or why not?
e. Did you ever doubt their capability of navigating you safely?
f. Did you ever feel afraid or in danger?
g. Discuss with each other how this exercise made you feel.

Training
materials

Big wide safe  space for everyone

Piece of cloth for blindfolding and materials for obstacles

3.4 Training programme -Different type of preventive action

Training programme

TOPIC: Different type of prevention action (social media campaign, local community campaign,
action in the school)

Target group: Youth workers from local NGOs and public support services that might get in touch with
(possible) victims of trafficking among newly arrived refugees and migrants.

Training
goals:

By the end of the training, participants will know:

✔ How to create an appealing preventive action against human trafficking

✔ What are the criteria and guidelines to create/conduct a campaign

✔ That depending on the target audience different medium and messages need to be
used

And they will be able to (with help of the roadmap):



✔ Create their own campaign against THB

✔ Create effective contents

✔ Reach their target audience and convey their message

Time Training
component

Training elaboration Training materials/resources

Introduction section

30 min Group
brainstorming

Introduce the
topic, sharing
ideas

-Explain the goals for today’s
training

-Explain the time schedule

-Short introduction of trainer

- Group brainstorming:

Past experiences (if some of
them already organized a
campaign, where, which was the
goal)

Flipchart sheet 1: Training goals

Flipchart sheet 2: Training
programme

Flipchart sheet 3: Brainstorming

60 min Illustrative Talks

How to create an
appealing
preventive action
against human
trafficking

Exercise 1. How to create an
appealing preventive action
against human trafficking

Part I (30’):
Illustrative talks
The facilitator delivers a short
presentation, using a ppt and a
projector, in order to foster
debate and reflection among
participants.

- Part II (20’)

Working in small groups (max. 4
pax), participants discuss the
most effective ways to promote a
raising awareness activity with
young students aged 15-19.

- Part III (10’)
Each group leader has to take
notes and report the main
outcomes of the group session,
once back in plenary.

Flipchart sheet 1: illustrative talks

Papers and pens to take notes and
writes down all the ideas emerging
from the group

Break 15-30 min

Content section



105 min Participants will
practice on
prevention
methodologies

Exercise 2. Developing a
prevention campaign

Part I (20’)
The facilitator shows to the
participant a series of examples
concerning awareness-raising
campaigns planned and delivered
in different countries by different
organisations. Such interventions
should encourage people to take
action and inspire all the
participants in their creative
process for the development of
their own campaign.

Examples will be provided in
order to carry out the exercise.

Part II (55’)

Participants have to create an
awareness-campaign for the next
World Day against Human
Trafficking by using 3 different
type of action.

Each group decides a name,
chooses a different action and
presents a powerpoint or
interactive presentations.

Part III (30’)
Discussion, opinions on other
groups
Final contest: each participant
writes on a post-it the name of
the best campaign and puts it on
a box, following certain criteria.

Computers with internet connection,
projector.

Computer with internet connection

Plastic box, sheets of paper, pens.

Break 15-30 min

Conclusion/Evaluation section

30 min Securing lessons
learned/evaluatio
n of the training

Closure of the
training

Ask participants to write
comments on paper to key
questions:
- What have you learnt?
- Was there something not
covered during the activities you
would like to learn?

Sheets of paper, pens.

https://www.un.org/en/observances/end-human-trafficking-day
https://www.un.org/en/observances/end-human-trafficking-day


Description of the exercises

Introduction
Duration of
exercise

30 minutes

Aim Introduce the topic, sharing ideas

Elaboration
of exercise

Group brainstorming:
-Past experiences (if some of them already organized a campaign, where, which
was the goal)
-Why prevention is important?
-Who are the targets?

The facilitator guides the discussion by writing every input on a flipchart

Training
materials

Flipchart

Exercise 1: How to create an appealing preventive action against human trafficking
Duration of
exercise

60 minutes

Aim Give participants criteria and guidelines on how to conduct a campaign

Elaboration
of exercise

Part I (30’):
Illustrative talks
The facilitator delivers a short presentation, using a ppt and a projector, in order to
foster debate and reflection among participants.

One of the participants will be chosen by the facilitator to support him in taking
notes of all the key word/relevant thoughts and ideas emerging during the
discussion. Such concepts and reflections are noted on a flipchart and will provide
further ground for discussion in the next training session (small group discussion).

As for the ppt presentation, the facilitators should focus his/her intervention on the
key elements to create an effective campaign or initiative to prevent and counter
human trafficking. In order to create a specific campaign, first you should start
defining an action plan. To do so, you should take into account the following
aspects:
- What is the goal of your campaign/initiative? Define short/long term goals, if

deemed necessary. Remember well: objectives need to be specific,
measurable and realistic.

- Who is your target audience?
- What kind of message do you need to convey?
- Choose your medium wisely! Bear in mind Marshall McLuhan’s famous quote,

“The medium is the message”. You should be aware of your target audience’s
media consumption patterns.

- Who can deliver your message? Allies, influencers and messengers need to be
considered credible and trustworthy by your target audience.



- Do not forget to involve your audience in the implementation itself of the
campaign by taking small but significant actions that could lead to big results
and thus, to the achievement of your final goal.

Part II (20’)

Working in small groups (max. 4 pax), participants discuss the most effective ways
to promote a raising awareness activity with young students aged 15-19.

Special attention should be given to the following aspects:
Online activity - Social media:

- Selection of the proper tool (importance of target)
- Use of pics, videos, short stories
- Importance of COHERENCE (graphical, stylistic, design)

Offline activity - Actions at school:
- Open days
- Non formal activities
- Seminars
- Workshops
- human library session

Note well:
In order to create effective contents, your communication has to be:
- straightforward
- distinctive
- authentic
- engaging
- memorable

Be aware of using free from copyright materials!

Part III (10’)
Each group leader has to take notes and report the main outcomes of the group
session, once back in plenary.

Training
materials

Flipchart, papers, markers, projector, computer with internet connection, ppt
presentation; padlet and jamboard for online training sessions.

Exercise 2: Developing a prevention campaign
Duration of
exercise

75 minutes

Aim Participants will practice on prevention methodologies



Elaboration
of exercise

Part I (20’)
The facilitator shows to the participant a series of examples concerning
awareness-raising campaigns planned and delivered in different countries by
different organization. Such interventions should encourage people to take action
and inspire all the participants in their creative process for the development of their
own campaign.

Take a look at the following examples as a source of inspiration for all the
participants:

- Information Bus/Pink Glasses, IOM Bern - https://www.18oktober.ch/en/bus
- The Blue Heart Campaign, UNODC -
https://www.unodc.org/blueheart/en/-about-the-blue-heart.html
- Video on HT, EUCPN - https://eucpn.org/preventhumantrafficking

The facilitator has to encourage all the participants to share their thoughts and
ideas about the material shown above and foster debate within the group.

Part II (35’)
Participants have to create an awareness-campaign for the next World Day against
Human Trafficking by using 3 different type of action:
-Social media campaign
-Local community campaign
-Actions in the schools

Each group decides a name, chooses a different action and presents a powerpoint
or interactive presentations.

Part III (20’)
Discussion, opinions on other groups
Final contest: each participant writes on a post it the name of the best campaign
and puts it on a box, following these criteria:
- Coherent structure
- Feasibility
- Strategy used to convey the message
- Originality and impact of the message

Once all the participants have voted, the facilitator opens the box and declares the
winner.

Training
materials

Markers, flipchart, sticky notes, box, computers with internet connection, projector,
plastic box

Conclusion:
Duration of

exercise
30 minutes

Aim Wrap up of the day

Elaboration
of exercise

Ask participants to write comments on paper to key questions:
- What have you learnt?
- Was there something not covered during the activities you would like to learn?
Then ask participants to fold the paper into paper airplanes and throw into a bucket
or similar.

https://www.18oktober.ch/en/bus
https://www.unodc.org/blueheart/en/-about-the-blue-heart.html
https://eucpn.org/preventhumantrafficking
https://www.un.org/en/observances/end-human-trafficking-day
https://www.un.org/en/observances/end-human-trafficking-day


Training
materials

Sheets of papers, pens
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APPENDIX 2. ORGANISATIONAL BIOS FROM PARTNERS OF THE PROJECT

CESIE is a European centre of studies and initiatives established in 2001, inspired by the work and
theories of sociologist Danilo Dolci. Its head office is located in Palermo. CESIE is committed to
promote the cultural, social, educational and economic development at local, national, European and
international level. Since the very beginning, CESIE has contributed to growth and development
through the active participation of people, civil society organisations and institutions, always valuing
diversity. The Youth Unit at CESIE focuses on the promotion of educational, training and mobility
activities aimed at young people and youth workers by adopting non-formal education methodologies.

Contact information: CESIE Via Roma, 94, Palermo, 90133, Italy Tel: +39 091 6164224 - Fax: +39
091 5640816

Cross Culture International Foundation (CCIF Malta) established in 2012, works toward the prevention
and elimination of trafficking in persons through awareness raising, rescuing victims, restoring lives,
direct service coordination for victims, capacity building and collaboration with key stakeholders. We
also provide services that enhance international understanding, integration, and inclusion to develop
our communities and improve the quality of life.

Contact information: CCIF 68 Palm Street Paola PLA1415 Malta Tel +35627131416 or +35677131416
+35699515520 -Whatsapp

The Association for Action Against Violence and Trafficking in Human Beings – Open Gate form North
Macedonia is an association that has been working for 20 years on prevention, education, assistance
and support, as well as advocating victims of trafficking and sexual violence. Open Gate is a civil
society organization which promotes human rights and represents the needs of high-risk people and
victims of abuse and human trafficking. As a member of La Strada International- the European
network for combating human trafficking, Open Gate offers prevention, social support and lobbying on
both local and European level. WE provide protection, capacity strengthening and social integration of
trafficked persons, as well as other vulnerable groups within the society.

Contact information: Open Gate, str. Sava Kovachevik 1а, 1000-Skopje, North Macedonia
Tel: +389 02 2700 107; SOS Line +389 02 2777  070 Open 24/7

Romania -The Reaching Out shelter and our work is about saving and improving lives. Since 1998
we have been serving the victims of one of the most hideous crimes humanity has ever witnessed:
trafficking in people. Over the years we have assisted 470 victims, mostly Romanian women and girls
who have been enslaved and abused in many European countries. We offered them home as well as
psychological, medical and legal assistance and we made them part of our family. We shaped our
activities around the needs of this extended family and we provided everybody with long term
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assistance with victims spending, on average, one year in the shelter. We helped many to initiate or
continue their studies, to seek jobs or do whatever it took for them to rebuild their lives.

We also realized that building a future for the victims of trafficking required us to get involved in efforts
to change both legislation and mentalities. Reaching Out spearheaded initiatives to ignite cross border
cooperation for fighting trafficking and trained law enforcement to better respond to the victim’s needs.
We need to continue. Trafficking is still one of the most lucrative criminal businesses and too many fall
prey to it. In fact, since 2007, most of the victims sheltered at Reaching Out are minors, children who
need our care.
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For more information of the organizations that work on human trafficking in the world, please see this
document. Available at:  http://iomfrance.org/sites/default/files/Repertoire_IOM_EN_2019_WEB.pdf
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